Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

Application
20610002
20625342
20625952
20626362
20626632
20626882
20812242

Decision
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)
Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)
Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

20812452

Refused

20812582

Refused

20812732

Refused

20812822

Refused

20812862

Refused

21033612

Refused

21048332

Refused

21048582

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

21099622

Refused

21099822

Refused

21099882

Refused

21099912

Refused

21099932

Refused

21133862

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

21165912

Refused

21166302

Refused

21166552

Refused

21167032

Refused

21186962

Refused

You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
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21198912

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

21200022

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

21202472

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

21295382

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

21295612

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

21295712

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

21295812

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

21296012

Refused

21331542

Refused

21436292

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- On Appeal, you have failed to prove that you qualify as a
beneficiary of Directive 2004/38/EC

21495542

Refused

21525042

Refused

21658462

Refused

21658522

Refused

21710372

Refused

21745182

Refused

21772012

Refused

21802852

Refused

21881012

Refused

21887252

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

21897102

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

ID:- On appeal, you have failed to prove that you qualify as a
beneficiary of Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
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21897992

Refused

21898822

Refused

21898922

Refused

21946652

Refused

21946732

Refused

22054712

Refused

22072862

Refused

22134552

Refused

22222622

Refused

22223782

Refused

22225012

Refused

22225492

Refused

22225802

Refused

22226932

Refused

22227122

Refused

22292292

Refused

22309532

Refused

ID - You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22322982
22328222
22328572
22331702

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22406412

Refused

22432242

Refused

22434772

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22505032

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- On appeal, you have failed to prove that you qualify as a
beneficiary of Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
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22529672

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22539522

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22547422

Refused

22578432

Refused

22581542

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22589072

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22609542

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22611602

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22632822

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22633572

Refused

ID - You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22645112

Refused

22645502

Refused

22659762

Refused

22675032

Refused

22675802

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22682172

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22692142

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22694002

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22728002

Refused

22728422

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
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22759492

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22766162

Refused

22772232

Refused

22777072

Refused

22787362

Refused

22787692

Refused

22787862

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22788002

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22788102

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22788252

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22788342

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22805392

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22807272

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22807402

Refused

22840582

Refused

22843062

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22843752

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22843962

Refused

22844102

Refused

22845332

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
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22847652

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22859412

Refused

22860742

Refused

22861012

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22861102

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22878652

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22891012

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22891152

Refused

22892102

Refused

22897172

Refused

22897852

Refused

22897992

Refused

22898142

Refused

22898252

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22898912

Refused

22899052

Refused

22901072

Refused

22912742

Refused

22913962

Refused

22915482

Refused

22919512

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
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22919692

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22920152

Refused

22920472

Refused

22920542

Refused

22938282

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22938602

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22938822

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22939052

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22939152

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22941062

Refused

22944382

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22945452

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22945772

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22945922

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22961682

Refused

22969442

Refused

22969622

Refused

22975652

Refused

22976052

Refused

22976282

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22976302

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
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22976432

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

22997222

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22997302

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

22997392

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23004012
23006512

Approved
Refused

Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23008772

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23009012

Refused

23011452

Refused

ID - You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23011582

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23012472

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23012682

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23012712

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23019682

Refused

23020472

Refused

23020612

Refused

23020832

Refused

23035162

Refused

23068932

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23079122

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
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23089582

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23090652

Refused

23090952

Refused

23091042

Refused

23091142

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23116792

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23121502

Refused

23131472

Refused

23131492

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23131582

Refused

23132062

Refused

23132442

Refused

23133012

Refused

23133982

Refused

23135662

Refused

23136062

Refused

You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23137982

Refused

23138342

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23139262

Refused

23142662

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
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23149182

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23155162

Refused

23155232

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23155732

Refused

23160012

Refused

23162572

Refused

23163582

Refused

23164992

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23172352

Refused

23173932

Refused

23174342

Refused

23175082

Refused

23175222

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23175822

Refused

23176822

Refused

23177402

Refused

23178272

Refused

23180462

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID - You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis
to Ireland
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
PP:- Reasonable concerns surrounding Public Policy
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
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23181272

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23182382

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23188852

Refused

23189132

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23228082

Refused

23230392

Refused

23232362

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23232682

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23235332

Refused

23240122

Refused

23241012

Refused

23241392

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23241522

Refused

23241602

Refused

23242992

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23243182

Refused

23247492

Refused

23247692

Refused

23247862

Refused

23248462

Refused

23268392

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

23298542

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23299302

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23318132

Refused

23326362

Refused

23328542

Refused

23329692

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID - You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23335532

Refused

23335622

Refused

23335642

Refused

23335962

Refused

23337162

Refused

23337312

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23337522

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23349052

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23362522

Refused

23362572

Refused

23393452

Refused

23393612

Refused

23393722

Refused

23393742

Refused

23435052

Refused

23435932

Refused

23440322

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

23443862

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23444282

Refused

23448272

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23469022

Refused

23471872

Refused

23471962

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23473722

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23473992

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23509352

Refused

23509562

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

ID - You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

23509872

Refused

FM: - Family Member - There is no automatic right for non-EEA
nationals who are family members of non-EEA/Irish citizens to
migrate on a long-term basis to Ireland.
• Your case has been fully examined based on the
documentation submitted, and it has been decided not to grant
your application
F:- Finances:--evidence submitted is considered to be
insufficient or incomplete –
• the reference\sponsor has failed to show that he meets the
criteria set out in paragraph 17.2 of the Policy Document, where
an Irish citizen must not have been totally or predominantly
reliant on benefits from the Irish State for a continuous period in
excess of two years immediately prior to the application and
must over the three year period prior to application have earned
a cumulative gross income over and above any State benefits of
not less than €40,000.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
• The reference\sponsor has failed to provide sufficient
documentary evidence to demonstrate that he has provided
emotional\ social supports to the applicant subsequent to the
marriage. In particular, insufficient evidence has been provided
to support any face-to-face meetings since marriage and any
ongoing social communications between the parties concerned.
It would have expected in these cases that evidences of
ongoing communication between the couple could have been
submitted, such as evidences of telephonic communications;
skype chats, emails, social media as well as cards sent to/ from
the sponsor to the applicants for special occasions, such as
birthdays etc. In addition to a number of face-to-face meetings.
•ID:reference
hasfailed
provided
insufficient
evidence ofof
You have
to prove
that youdocumentary
qualify as a beneficiary
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23521062

Refused

23523872

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23524022

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23527972

Refused

23568282

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23576812

Refused

23576862

Refused

23600222

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

23600412

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23663992

Refused

23677222

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23697972

Refused

23730652

Refused

23775532

Refused

23775682

Refused

23775782

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23804602

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

23830902

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23831152

Refused

23831212

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23831252

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23835032

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23835112

Refused

23846732

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23846832

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

23846872

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

23856142

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application

23866502

Refused

23866592

Refused

24107102

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis
to Ireland
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application

24184212

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

24184332

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

24363862

Refused

24363942

Refused

24426992

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

24429002

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC

24429182

Refused

24458222

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

24488402

Refused

F:- Finances shown by sponsor in Pakistan have been deemed
insufficient or incomplete.
F:- Finances:- No evidence of finances shown by applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by sponsor in
Ireland.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
ID:- Quality of documentation provided.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- A sufficient link to sponsor in Ireland has not been shown.

RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown sufficient evidence
of a substantive relationship being in existence prior to visa
application. You must satisfy the visa officer that the relationship
is bona-fide.
ID:- Insufficient documentation - previous divorce decree
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted - Previous divorce
decree not submitted

24524112
24524562

Refused
Refused

24604112

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

24908852

Refused

25201832

Refused

25240182

Approved

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

25336062

Refused

ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section of 17.3 of INIS Policy Document on Non EEA Family Reunification. For further information see our
website www.inis.gov.ie
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
Copy of P60/Self assessments not provided as requested.
Up to date bank statements/employment letter.
Previous Marriage certificate not provided as requested.
Additional evidence of financial support not provided.

25440872

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Evidence of self-employment from reference e.g
tax documents. Utility bill from reference. Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

25454222

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Evidence of self-employment from reference e.g
tax documents. Utility bill from reference.Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

25473662

Refused

25682762
25962062

Approved
Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the letter of
reference from applicant’s employer
ID:- Applicant has not provided evidence of any professional
qualifications Achieved
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied

25985472
25992312

Approved
Refused

Join Parent
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis
to Ireland
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a
relationship being in existence prior to visa application/marriage.

26265002

Approved

Join Spouse

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

26452072

Refused

26584552

Refused

ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.6 of INIS Policy Document on Non EEA Family Reunification . For further information see our
website - www.inis.gov.ie.
This Appeal was not received before the deadline date for
receipt of the appeal. As no extension to the deadline date for
receipt of the Appeal was granted, this appeal will not be
considered.
The applicant is free to make a fresh application but is advised
that the new application should address the reasons why this
application was refused. These are noted as follows:
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
(extended) family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a longterm basis to Ireland
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown sufficient evidence
of a relationship prior to visa application. Note: For immigration
purposes it is not sufficient for a relationship to have developed
over the internet or by telephone/sms. A relationship must
include a number of face to face meetings (excluding webcam)
between the parties. You must satisfy the visa officer that the
relationship is bona-fide.

26749332

Refused

FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis
to Ireland
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application

26836492
26954492

Approved
Refused

26966592

Approved

Join Spouse
FM:– Family member - There is no automatic right for non-EEA
nationals who are family members of people who have been
granted Temporary leave to remain, to migrate on a long-term
basis to Ireland –
• your case has been fully examined on the basis of the
documentation submitted and it has been decided not to grant
your application
ID:- This visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.6 of INIS Family Policy Document on
Non--EEA family Reunification
Parent of Irish Citizen Child

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

26968042

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Sponsor
does not qualify as per Point 17.2, where, in order to sponsor an
immediate family member, an Irish citizen must not have been
totally or predominantly reliant on benefits from the Irish State
for a continuous period in excess of 2 years immediately prior to
the application and must over the three year period prior to
application have earned a cumulative gross income over and
above any State benefits of not less than €40k.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed incomplete - 6
month detailed bank statement required.
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
(extended) family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a longterm basis to Ireland
ID:- Quality of documents - Applicant's birth Certificate.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application - No evidence of routine contact provided.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - relationship history.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources
R:- No confirmation of accommodation for duration of stay utility bill/rental contract required.
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a
relationship being in existence prior to visa application/marriage.
You must satisfy the visa officer that the relationship is bonafide.
Decision letter re appeal sent to sponsor in Ireland.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

26981172

Refused

FM:- There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of non-EEA nationals resident in the State to
migrate on a long term basis to Ireland. The case has been fully
examined on the basis of the documentation submitted, and it
has been decided not to grant the visas sought;
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - The reference\sponsor has not demonstrated that
he\she fulfils the financial eligibility criteria to act as a ‘join family’
visa sponsor. Section 17, specifically Sub-Section 17.4 and 17.6
refer;
PF:- Public Funds – The granting of the visa sought may give
rise to a burden on Public Funds. Section 17, specifically SubSection 17.4 and 17.6 refer;
PR:- Public Resources – The granting of the visa sought may
give rise to a burden on Public Resources. Section 17,
specifically Sub-Section 17.4 and 17.6 refer;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- As set out in the decision letter provided to the
applicant's advocate;
INCO:- Inconsistencies: i.e. Contradictions in the information
provided:- As set out in the decision letter provided to the
applicant's advocate;
Rights under Article 8 of the ECHR and Article 41 of the
Constitution have been considered. A copy of the consideration
document has been provided to the applicant's advocate for
information.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

26990032

Refused

FM:- There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of non-EEA nationals resident in the State to
migrate on a long term basis to Ireland. The case has been fully
examined on the basis of the documentation submitted, and it
has been decided not to grant the visas sought;
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - The reference\sponsor has not demonstrated that
he\she fulfils the financial eligibility criteria to act as a ‘join family’
visa sponsor. Section 17, specifically Sub-Section 17.4 and
17.6 refer;
PF:- Public Funds – The granting of the visa sought may give
rise to a burden on Public Funds. Section 17, specifically SubSection 17.4 and 17.6 refer;
PR:- Public Resources – The granting of the visa sought may
give rise to a burden on Public Resources. Section 17,
specifically Sub-Section 17.4 and 17.6 refer;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- As set out in the decision letter provided to the
applicant's advocate;
INCO:- Inconsistencies: i.e. Contradictions in the information
provided:- As set out in the decision letter provided to the
applicant's advocate;
Rights under Article 8 of the ECHR and Article 41 of the
Constitution have been considered. A copy of the consideration
document has been provided to the applicant's advocate for
information.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis
to Ireland
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a
relationship being in existence prior to visa application/marriage.

26991382

Refused

27093922

Refused

27094182

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
•As per parent’s refusal

27094302

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
•As per parent’s refusal

27143172
27186452

Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Join Parent

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

27186622
27186702
27420972

Approved
Approved
Refused

27421412

Refused

27421562
27448132
27475882

Refused
Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
Join Parent
F:- Finances:- no evidence of financial dependency shown
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
extended family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a longterm basis to Ireland
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
F:- Finances:- no evidence of financial dependency shown
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
extended family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a longterm basis to Ireland
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
ID:- Parents' visas refused
Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)
ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying criteria as
per section 13.3 of INIS Family Policy Document on Non-EEA
Family Reunification. (A person aged over 18 years of age
would be permitted to apply where he/she is dependant on the
care of the parent sponsor, directly or indirectly, due to a serious
medical or psychological problem which makes independent life
in the home country impossible. )
ID:- Applicant does not meet the qualifying criteria, as per 14.3
of the Policy Document on Family Reunification', where,
“dependency” for immigration purposes and in respect of an
adult must be pre-existing and sustained prior to the making of
the application for family reunification. It must also be
established that the dependency existed while the dependant
was living in their home country. Insufficient evidence of same
provided.
ID:- Husband's application has been refused.
ID:- Parents' applications have been refused.
Spouse of Irish Citizen
Join Spouse
Join Parent
Join Parent
Join Parent
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application

27476612
27476872
27519522
27557652
27557982
27558052
27558092
27680862

Refused
Refused
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

27700312

Refused

RH:- Relationship History - No familial link between applicant
and sponsor as per DNA result.

27700952
27755952
27756022
27756082
27756132

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Join/acc.EU Cit (Spouse)
Spouse of Irish Citizen
Join Parent
Join Parent
Join Parent

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

27800062

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis
to Ireland
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

27800202

Refused

ID:- As per parent's refusal

27800262

Refused

ID:- As per parent's refusal

27820282
27821872

Approved
Refused

Join Parent
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.

27823282
27837372

Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of persons with one of the following
permissions, to migrate on a long-term basis to Ireland:
Temporary leave to remain, Members of IBC schemes, Asylum
seekers
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

27939712

Refused

Your visa application has been considered in detail. Since
August 2014 there are restrictions on consideration of Irish visa
applications from Libyan nationals. This is clearly illustrated on
our website at www.dfa.ie/irish-embassy/uae/ourservices/visas/application-details-by-country/libya-visa-details.
As your visa application does not meet the exception to the
restrictions your visa application has been refused.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

27954212

Refused

28038522

Refused

28079842

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
•Refused on financial criteria in accordance with 17.2 of Policy
Document on Non EEA/Family reunification.
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis
to Ireland
ID:- The sponsor has failed to demonstrate that HE fulfils the
criteria set out in section 17.2 of the Policy Document.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. The Visa
Appeals Officer does not consider the closing balance shown on
the bank statement provided to be sufficient to cover the cost of
flights, accommodation and spending money for a family of
three people.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from the Host. No evidence
of host's employment. No utility bill in respect of host.
Insufficient evidence of obligations to return to home country.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied. Second account holders name on bank statement.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

28085242

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. The Visa
Appeals Officer does not consider the closing balance shown on
the bank statement provided to be sufficient to cover the cost of
flights, accommodation and spending money for a family of
three people.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from the Host.No evidence
of host's employment. No utility bill in respect of host.
Insufficient evidence of obligations to return to home country.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied. Second account holder's name on bank statement.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

28085752

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. The Visa
Appeals Officer does not consider the closing balance shown on
your bank statement to be sufficient to cover the costs of flights,
accommodation and spending money for a family of three
people.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from the Host. No evidence
of host's employment. No utility bill in respect of host.
Insufficient evidence of obligations to return to home country.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied. Second account holders name on bank statement,
immigration history.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.

28103382

Refused

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the
officerdoes
that such
conditions
would be
observed.
ID:- visa
Applicant
not meet
the qualifying
criteria,
as per 14.1
of the Policy Document on Family Reunification', where,
“Dependency” means that the family member is (i) supported
financially by the sponsor on a continuous basis and (ii) that
there is evidence of social dependency between the two parties.
The degree of dependency must be such as to render
independent living at a subsistence level by the family member
in his/her home country impossible if that financial and social
support were not maintained.
ID:- Applicant does not meet the qualifying criteria, as per 14.3
of the Policy Document on Family Reunification', where,
“dependency” for immigration purposes and in respect of an
adult must be pre-existing and sustained prior to the making of
the application for family reunification. It must also be
established that the dependency existed while the dependant
was living in their home country. Insufficient evidence of same
provided.
ID:- Applicant does not meet the qualifying criteria, as per 18.3
of the Policy Document on Family Reunification', where, the
applicant has not demonstrated that there is no viable
alternative to coming to Ireland.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

28127712

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a
relationship being in existence prior to visa application/marriage.
Note: For immigration purposes it is not sufficient for a
relationship to have developed over the internet or by
telephone/sms. A relationship must include a number of face to
face meetings (excluding webcam) between the parties. You
must satisfy the visa officer that the relationship is bona-fide.

28161802

Refused

28205602

Refused

28250632
28251072
28251222
28258822

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
•Refused on financial criteria in accordance with 17.2 of Policy
Document on Non EEA/Family reunification.
ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
Join Spouse
Join Parent
Join Parent
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement showing 6 months transaction
history to date not provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
Written confirmation from Irish college confirming Garda vetting
as requested not provided.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course
have passed

28287132

Refused

28300812
28301652
28301812
28301852
28383902
28396902
28403392

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

28492532

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of
Directive 2004/38/EC.
Join Parent
Join Parent
Join Parent
Join Parent
Spouse of Irish Citizen
Join Parent
ID:- ID:- Applicant does not meet the qualifying criteria, as per
18.3 of the Policy Document on Family Reunification
ID:- Applicant has not satisfied the qualifying criteria, as per 18.2
of the Policy Document on Family Reunification
ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.2 of INIS Policy Document on NonEEA Family Reunification. For further information see our
website www.inis.gov.ie
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Evidence of on going routine contact prior and
since the marriage.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

28496872

Refused

INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied- location of college course
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

28525202

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation no evidence of on-going routine
contact between the applicant and reference or evidence of
financial support from the reference to the applicant.
ID:- Reason for late birth registration
ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.6 of INIS Family Policy Document on
Non-EEA Family reunification. For further information see our
website www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied date of birth of reference.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

28525472

Refused

ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per 17.6 of INIS Policy Document on Non-EEA Family
Reunification. For further information see our website
www.inis.gov.ie
ID:- No evidence of on-going routine contact between the
applicant and reference, no evidence of financial support to the
applicant from the reference.
ID:- Reason for late registration of applicants birth.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied, date of birth of reference
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

28525542

Refused

ID:- Reason for late birth registration
ID:- The visa application does not the qualifying financial criteria
as per section 17.6 of INIS Policy Document on Non-EEA
Family Reunification. For further information see our website
www.inis.gov.ie
ID:- Insufficient documentation no evidence of on-going routine
contact between the applicant and the reference no evidence of
financial support to the applicant from the reference
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied, date of birth of reference.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

28551352
28551592

Approved
Approved

Join Parent
Join Parent

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

28551722
28552322
28584532

Approved
Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
Spouse of Irish Citizen
ID:- The De-Facto Partnership visa application does not meet
the qualifying criteria as per section 15.3 of INIS Family
Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification. Policy document
referred to is available for consideration on the website of the
Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service (www.inis.gov.ie).
All documentation and submissions made at first instance and
on appeal have been considered. The applicant has not
demonstrated that his\her particular circumstances fulfil\meet
the eligibility criterion to warrant the granting of the visa sought.

28590482
28632032
28632622

Approved
Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
Spouse of Irish Citizen
ID:- Parent visa refused

28632882

Refused

ID:- Parent visa refused.

28633012

Refused

ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.6 of INIS Policy Document on NonEEA Family Reunification. For further information see our
website www.inis.gov.ie

28642082
28642502
28646082
28661522
28662912
28669192

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Join Parent
Join Parent
Join Parent
Join Spouse
Spouse of Irish Citizen
ID - You have applied for a visa to join your sponsor in the State
on the basis of a de-facto relationship. Based on the
documentation/information provided, this visa application does
not meet the eligibility requirement for De Facto Partner as per
section 15.3 of Policy Document on Non-EEA Family
Reunification which states:
“De facto Partnerships (whether heterosexual or same sex)
must have existed in a relationship akin to marriage including
cohabitation for 2 years prior to application for family
reunification.”

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

28714412

Refused

ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per Section 17.2 of INIS Policy Document on NonEEA Family Reunification. For further information see our
website www.inis.gov.ie
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie Evidence of on-going
routine contact between the applicant and reference, evidence
of on-going financial support.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

28716442
28734462

Approved
Refused

Join Spouse
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

28739102
28746332
28749852
28756092

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
Spouse of Irish Citizen
Join Spouse
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28758642
28760732

Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.6 of INIS Policy Document on NonEEA Family Reunification. For further information see our
website www.inis.gov.ie
ID:- Reason for late registration of birth.
ID:- Insufficient documents No evidence on on-going routine
contact between the applicant and reference, no evidence of
financial support to the applicant from the reference
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied, reference's date of birth
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

28779302
28779582
28779712
28801662
28804152
28810072

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
Join Parent
Join Parent
Partner of Irish Citizen
Join Parent
ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.6 of INIS Policy Document on NonEEA Family Reunification. For further information see
www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Payslips

28810182
28811942
28812092
28820452

Refused
Approved
Approved
Refused

ID:- Parent visa refused.
Join Parent
Spouse of Irish Citizen
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

28823142

Refused

ID - Mother visa refused.

28823192

Refused

ID:- Parent visa refused

28823272
28836352
28836442
28846172
28846752
28846902
28865552

Refused
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

ID:- Parent visa refused
Join Spouse
Join Parent
Join Spouse
Join Parent
Join Parent
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

28876922
28887462

Approved
Refused

Join Parent
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

28900272

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

28900872

Refused

ID:- As per parent's refusal reasons.

28902112
28911762

Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie. 6 month bank
statement for applicant not submitted, documents not translated,
evidence of family members in home country not submitted.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied- use of agent
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient

28937212
28942172

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Unexplained large lodgements from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - Bank statements from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - Employment letter
from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for - Visa Officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; he/she has not shown evidence
similar course not available in home country.
Decision letter on appeal via email.

28953402

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

28962722

Refused

GP:- Contrary to General Policy - It is not general policy to
permit any person, whether related or not, to join or visit any
person who is in the State on a study visa. Your case has been
fully examined, and you have not shown any compelling
grounds as to why an exception to this policy should be made in
your case.
ID:- The visa applications does not meet the qualifying financial
criteria as per section 17.6 of INIS Family Policy Document on
Non-EEA Family Reunification. For further information see our
website www.inis.gov.ie

28962892
28963922
28991892

Refused
Approved
Refused

ID - Parent visa refused.
Study
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis
to Ireland. The case has been fully examined on the basis of the
documentation submitted, and it has been decided not to grant
the visas sought;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:Insufficient information has been submitted to show the extent
to which family life was sustained between the persons
concerned since the elective decision was made that the
applicant would return to his\her country of origin.
The application has failed to meet the requirements of the INIS
Policy Document. In particular, it has failed to meet the required
level of dependency (i.e. financial and social dependency to the
extent that there is no viable alternative to the applicant coming
to the State). The application has further failed to establish or
evidence any special circumstances that would warrant an
exception to the general policy being made.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete;
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds;
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources.
Having considered the particular financial circumstances as
presented, reasonable concerns arise surrounding the financial
capacity of the applicant's sponsor to support\maintain the
applicant in circumstances where the visa sought was to be
granted. A consequent reasonable concern arises that that the
granting of the visa sought may give to a burden on public funds

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29009852

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s) - not declared

29010742
29022142

Approved
Refused

Partner of Irish Citizen
ID:- Authenticity of documents
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient

29053312
29070672

Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29079282

Refused

29083582

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Source of monies stated to be available to the
reference\sponsor have not been sufficiently evidenced. Issue of
multiple, large unexplained lump sum lodgements has not been
sufficiently addressed on appeal. Reference\sponsor has not
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the visa appeals officer that
he\she has the economic means to make good on financial
undertakings provided bearing in mind other
commitments\obligations e.g. other family members.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Applicant did not
provide any evidence of finances in his\her own right.
Submissions made on appeal have been considered, however
same have not been deemed sufficient or sufficiently evidenced.
Applicant is stated to be employment however, has not
provided any evidence of an economic income. Applicant is
stated to reside with reference\sponsor however no evidence of
this circumstance provided;
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown - Submissions
made on appeal have been considered however, notable that
insufficient documentary evidences provided to attest to the
particular circumstances i.e. care\guardianship of the applicant.
Noted that the applicant was an adult in his\her own right at the
time of stated care\maintenance of the applicant by the
reference\sponsor.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for -Visa appeals officer is not satisfied that
visa applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake
the course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; he/she has not shown evidence
similar course not available in home country. Costs in
undertaking the proposed cost of studies in this State are
deemed to be disproportionately high bearing in mind the
verified
income levels
of the
OB:- Obligations
to return
to reference\sponsor
home country havei.e.
nothis\her
been
deemed sufficient;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa appeals officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
Further details in respect of considerations afforded to this
application have been set out in the decision letter on appeal.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29083982

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
Further details in respect of considerations afforded to this
application have been set out in the decision letter on appeal.

29084162

Refused

F:- Finances - No evidence of finances shown - Six month bank
statement in respect of the applicant not provided. This issue
raised at first instance was not addressed on appeal;
ID:-Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter confirming annual leave
entitlement. This issue raised at first instance was not
addressed on appeal;
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa appeals officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
Further detail in respect of considerations afforded to this
application on appeal have been set out in the decision letter on
appeal.

29085542

Refused

SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.
Further detail with regard to the rationale underpinning the
decision to uphold the first instance visa refusal on appeal is as
set out in the appeal decision provided to the applicant's
advocate.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29087442

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Bank statement does not cover 6 months and is
not up to date - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - Full copy of
passport not provided - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No up to date
employment letter - reference. No up to date payslips x 3 - only
1 provided for March 2017 - reference. No up to date utility bill reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s) - Applicant has failed to declare
previous visa refusal.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29087712

Refused

29123422
29127202

Approved
Approved

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. The applicant originally provided statements in
respect of 3 bank accounts. The latter two accounts showed a
low balance. One account appears to be comprised mostly of
withdrawals and to be overdrawn. Updated copies of these
statements were not provided in support of the appeal. A
document entitled ‘Successful Bids Award Advice’ was also
provided at first instance. It was unclear as to what type of
account this referred. A letter from the applicant’s bank was
provided in support of the appeal, indicating that the applicant
“successfully bid and invested in treasury bills” and that the
amount invested is “…set to mature on 14th December 2017…”
It remains unclear as to what type of account this is, e.g., a
basic deposit account, an investment account that may be liable
to risks, etc. The applicant has secured a MasterCard facility.
However, credit cards are not accepted for the purpose of a
study visa application. ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted
in support of the application:- The applicant has provided a letter
in respect of his most recent employer. It states that he worked
part time and on a voluntary basis with the organisation, while
also running his three businesses. The applicant has failed to
provide evidence of employment with the other organisations
mentioned in his application. It is stated that the applicant
intends to study in the State, because in his home country, the
University of Malawi is the only institution that offers a Law
Programme and it only enrols approximately 50 students per
year. It is unclear as to whether or not the applicant has applied
for, and failed to secure an offer from this institution. The
applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that there is sufficient
reason for coming to the State to pursue the course of study
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for The applicant has failed to provide
evidence
to substantiate
claimed employment in the legal
Visit (Family
/ Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29142852

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application - Visa Condition undertakings from both applicant
and reference have been deemed insufficient. Applicant's
stated employment has not been sufficiently evidenced.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:- Stated employment and stated salary payment
amount and method gives rise to inconsistencies . Proposed
duration of stay in this State when compared to stated
employment leave gives rise to further inconsistencies;
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa appeals officer that such conditions would be observed;
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. Passport biodate pages (copies) of applicant and reference are not deemed
sufficient for immigration purposes. A suggested way in which
the stated familial link may be established is via country of origin
registered birth certificates for all parties concerned.
The applicant has applied for a visa, the stated purpose is to
visit family members in this State. The visa sought was refused
at first instance. An appeal in respect of that refusal was
submitted for consideration. Having considered all
documentation and submissions made, I am not satisfied to
grant the visa on appeal.

29146382

Refused

29154812

Refused

I am not satisfied that the applicant has demonstrated that
he\she has sufficient social, economic, professional or family
ties in his\her country of origin that would on balance obligate
his\her
following the
visit. in
A number
of
INCO:- return
Inconsistencies
e.g.proposed
contradictions
the information
supplied
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates have passed

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29163462

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29164192

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29165092

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents- Employment letter and payslips
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29169742

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the
reference
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29170872

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the reference
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29172582

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29176212

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29176442

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29179402

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months and is not
up to date - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - Full copy of
passport not provided - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No up to date
employment letter - reference. No up to date payslips x 3 - only
1 provided for March 2017 - reference. No up to date utility bill reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for Intended visit passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29193052

Refused

ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain.
ID:- The visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
employment letters submitted with the application.
ID:- The visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the training
certificate submitted with the application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29202302

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

29204442
29204612
29208482

Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29230862

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
SP:- Students have no automatic right to family reunification
with family members who are resident outside the State. Your
case has been fully examined on the basis of the documentation
submitted, and it has been decided not to grant your application
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

29235912
29237822

Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months and is not
up to date - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - Full copy of
passport not provided - applicant. No salary payslips - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No up to date
employment letter - reference. No up to date payslips x 3 - only
1 provided for March 2017 - reference. No up to date utility bill reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s) - Applicant has failed to declare
previous visa refusal.

29246932

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29247482
29247832

Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29251852

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No evidence of accommodation shown in country of residence.
• 6 months bank statements not provided by applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29280102

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete

29301362

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
No employment letter from applicant.
3 consecutive payslips not submitted.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

29304952

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference/sponsor has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29310132

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

29313142

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete- lump sum lodgements
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie- insufficient evidence
of fees paid provided
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

29335782
29336012
29340352
29343372
29343542
29351232

Refused
Refused
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

ID:- As per adults refusal reasons.
ID:- As per adults refusal reasons.
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant
ID:- Quality of documents
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

29359372

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29359512

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

29365142

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

29367512

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Applicant Submissions on appeal have been considered however, having
considered the full circumstance as presented, said
submissions have not been deemed sufficient.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Further detail in this regard is as set out in decision
letter provided to applicant's advocate;
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa appeals officer that such conditions would be observed.
The onus rests with the applicant to demonstrate to the
satisfaction of the visa decision maker that the visa sought
should be granted. The applicant has not demonstrated that
his\her particular case warrants the granting of the visa sought.
The applicant has not demonstrated that he\she meets the
required criterion thresholds.
Accordingly, the decision to refuse the granting of the visa
sought at first instance has been upheld following appeal.

29375082

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29391742

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents - evidence of accommodation
document
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

29391932

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents:- evidence of accommodation
document
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29402452

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29410352

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

29428702
29443782

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29444442

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29453222

Refused

ID:- Visa appeal officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
employment letter submitted with the application.

29456802

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29461302

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29469932

Refused

29471282

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - reference.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - employment letter applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant. Payslips x 3, only 1 provided - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No utility bill reference. No copy of biometric page of current passport reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant and from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country, no utility bill form the reference, no P60 from the
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course
have passed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29471792

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant and from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no utility bill from the reference, no
P60 from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course
have passed.

29493812

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29523762

Refused

ID:- as per parent's refusal reasons

29538902

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No accommodation booking provided by applicant/ booking
cancelled.
• No evidence of accommodation shown in country of residence.
• Quality of employment letter and payslips provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29551532

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29560742

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- insufficient reasons to pursue course here in the
State submitted

29567142
29569412
29569672
29570082
29570902

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant;
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa appeals officer that such conditions would be observed.
The applicant is seeking a visa for the stated purpose of visiting
extended family members who reside in this State. All
documentation and submissions made in support of this visa
application have been considered.
The applicant has not demonstrated that he\she has sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in his\her
country of origin that would, on balance, satisfy the visa appeals
officer that his\her return to his\her country of origin is obligated
following the proposed visit.
The applicant is stated to be employed however, the stated
employment is not deemed to be a sufficient tie to his\her
country of origin. The applicant is stated to have a number of
family members i.e. parent(s)and siblings in his\her country of
origin however, having considered the particular circumstances,
stated family members are not deemed to be a sufficient tie to
his\country of origin. I have considered the issue of finances
and issues raised in that regard at first instance i.e. applicant's
finances deemed insufficient\incomplete. Apart from what
would appear to be the applicant's salary payments, multiple
other credit lodgements were noted. The source of those
lodgements are unclear\ have not been clarified. In such

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29571292

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from sponsor.
Bank statements do not cover six months from applicant.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; applicant has not shown
evidence similar course not available in home country. Visa
Officer not satisfied course is warranted.

29571992
29572472
29573512

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Quality of documents - applicant's employment letter and
leave letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no utility bill from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29579162
29580302

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter and business
permit from applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied-re length of current employment.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29581162

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29596852
29597372
29597822
29605702
29605922
29611562

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained lump sum lodgements
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29611732

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29612092

Refused

29612222

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie Parents visas refused
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
Bank statements do not cover six months from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-employment letter from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:-Evidence of business from reference e.g. tax
documents. Three recent payslips from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from reference. Letter of undertaking from
applicant. School letter for children stating they will return to
school after holidays.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29612292

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
Bank statements do not cover six months from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:-Evidence of business from reference e.g. tax
documents. Letter of undertaking from reference. School letter
for children stating they will return to school after holidays.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29618202
29625612

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months,
unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
applicant's business/employment e.g. employment letter from
company, payslips etc.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - length of visit - application form and letter of
undertaking from applicant state different dates for visit.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
Decision letter on appeal via email.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29627052

29630792

Refused

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant has not provided any evidence of an
economic income in his\her own right e.g. a bank statement
demonstrating a regular\consistent income. Noted that in this
instance, stated that visit is to be financed by another family
member of the applicant. However, the source of funds stated to
be available to that person was not sufficiently addressed at first
instance or on appeal;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Insufficient documentary evidence provided to
support submissions made on appeal with regard to other family
members stated to reside in applicant's home country i.e.
evidence of their residing there not provided and evidence of
stated financial supports by those persons not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. The applicant has not provided sufficient
documentary evidence to demonstrate social, economic,
professional or family ties in his \her country of origin that would
satisfy the visa appeals officer that his\her return to the country
of origin is necessitated or obligated. All submissions made
have been considered however, said submissions have not
been deemed sufficient for immigration purposes.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa appeals officer that such conditions would be observed.
Having considered this 'visit' visa application in the round on the
basis of all submission, documentation and information
available, the visa appeals officer is not satisfied to grant the
visa sought. Reasonable concerns arise on the basis of the
particular
circumstances,
applicant
may not observe the
F:- Finances
shown have that
beenthe
deemed
insufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29634312

29638852

Refused

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant's bank account does not provide a 6
month period of transaction history. Unexplained sizable lump
sum credit lodgements evident in transaction history provided;
ID:- Quality of documents - Purported land title deeds;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- undertakings from reference's\sponsor's not
deemed sufficient, particularly in respect of visa condition
observation;
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - details contained on purported land title deeds
deemed inconsistent, specifically dates.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown - Clear and
legible birth certificates not provided.
The applicant is seeking a visa for the stated purpose of a 'visit'.
I am not satisfied to grant the visa sought. I am not satisfied
that the applicant has demonstrated sufficient social, economic,
professional or family ties in the home country that would on
balance warrant or necessitate his\her return following the
proposed visit. In fact, I am not satisfied that the applicant has
provided any tangible ties at all in his\her country of origin. On
the basis of the applicant's particular circumstances, reasonable
concerns arise that the applicant may not observe the conditions
of a 'visit' visa in circumstances where one was to be granted. A
consequent
reasonable
that where
a 'visit'
F:- Finances:evidence concern
providedarises
is deemed
insufficient
orvisa
incomplete - from the applicant
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown from the reference
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29640672

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Multiple documents submitted which were not
accompanied by notarised English translations.
OB:- Obligations to return to the country of current residence
have not been deemed sufficient. The applicant has not
demonstrated\evidenced that he\she has sufficient social,
economic, professional and\or family ties in the country of
current residence that would on balance obligate the his\her
timely exit of the State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
appeals officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to
leave the State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa appeals officer that such conditions would be observed.
It is open to the applicant to submit a fresh visa application for
consideration at any time. Where doing so, it is suggested that
the applicant refer to guidance and minimum documentary
requirements in support of a 'visit' visa application. The
aforementioned guidance and information is available on the
website of the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service
(www.inis.gov.ie).

29661552

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29666342

Refused

29670912

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter and payslips from
applicant. Bank statements from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Letter of undertaking from applicant. Previous visa
refusal letter from applicant. Previous passport from applicant.
Passport from reference. Letter of undertaking from reference.
Utility bill from reference. Employment letter from reference.
Three recent payslips from reference. P60 from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking/invitation - reference. No evidence of
employment/business - reference. No utility bill - reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R:- No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29671232

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking/invitation - reference. No evidence of
employment/business - reference. No utility bill - reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R:- No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form

29678882
29689102

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29693232

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Multiple documents submitted which were not
accompanied by notarised English translations.
OB:- Obligations to return to the country of current residence
have not been deemed sufficient. The applicant has not
demonstrated\evidenced that he\she has sufficient social,
economic, professional and\or family ties in the country of
current residence that would on balance obligate his\her timely
exit of the State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
appeals officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to
leave the State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa appeals officer that such conditions would be observed.
It is open to the applicant to submit a fresh visa application for
consideration at any time. Where doing so, it is suggested that
the applicant refer to guidance and minimum documentary
requirements in support of a 'visit' visa application. The
aforementioned guidance and information is available on the
website of the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service
(www.inis.gov.ie).

29694352

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29695872
29699532

Approved
Refused

Training
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course
have passed

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29710002

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. Explanation regarding lump sum lodgement made
to your account not substantiated with documentary evidence. 6
month bank statement in respect of account with larger balance
not submitted in support of the appeal.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of how you are known to the other
applicants who you state are family friends or the reference in
Ireland
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29710772

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. Explanation regarding lump sum lodgement made
to your account not substantiated with documentary evidence. 6
month bank statement in respect of account with larger balance
not submitted in support of the appeal.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:-No evidence of transfer of funds from other
applicant. No evidence of how you are know to the other
applicants who you state are family friends or the reference in
Ireland.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29710872

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. The
applicant states that, he transferred funds to the account of on
of the other applicants, who in turn purchased flights on behalf
of the applicant and his wife. Documentary evidence to show
transfer of funds and purchase of flights was not provided. The
Visa Appeals Officer is not satisfied that the balance of your
account is sufficient to cover the cost of travel, etc., for two
people.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29711012

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient. The
applicant states that, he transferred funds to the account of one
of the other applicants, who in turn purchased flights on behalf
of the applicant and his wife. Documentary evidence to show
transfer of funds and purchase of flights was not provided. The
Visa Appeals Officer is not satisfied that the balance of your
account is sufficient to cover the cost of travel, etc., for two
people.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29717582
29718252
29718392

Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Join Spouse
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - birth/ marriage
certificates required to demonstrate family relationship of
applicant to reference
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29718432
29718452

Approved
Refused

Join Parent
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29718502
29723812

Approved
Refused

Join Parent
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29735262

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29735922

Refused

29737212

Refused

29740282
29747352
29748072
29754792
29756792
29758592

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application: No payslips from applicant. No evidence of family
member in applicant’s home country. IH:- Immigration history of
applicant. OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown e.g.no social, economic or professional ties in home country
shown. OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following
proposed visit. OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is
high in comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Internship
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No evidence of accommodation in country of residence shown.
• No details of family members residing in country of permanent
residence.
• No death certificate for spouse provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown, ie. birth
certificate.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29773122

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete:- Applicant's bank statement did not cover the
minimum required six month period of transactions. Funds in
applicant' account deemed to be insufficient. Source of credit
lodgement in applicant's account not clarified or evidenced by
way of supporting documentation. Reference\Sponsor has not
demonstrated sufficient funds available to make good on
financial undertakings provided. Bank statement did not cover
the minimum required six month period of transactions. Fund
clearly insufficient to cover costs of applicant's proposed visit.
ID:- Quality of documents, specifically, the applicant's
employment letter;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- full copy of applicant's previous passport not
provided. No documentation provided to evidence the stated
familial link between the applicant and the reference\sponsor.
No information, detail or supporting documentation provided by
the applicant with regard to previous immigration history in this
State. Insufficient documentation provided to evidence the
applicant's stated employment.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
Applicant is stated to be employed. I am not satisfied that stated
employment has been sufficiently evidenced. Even in
circumstances where the applicant's stated employment was
deemed to have been established, I am not satisfied that
employment, in isolation would amount to a sufficient obligation
that would warrant or necessitate the applicant' return following
the proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State;
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29775322

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete:- Reference\Sponsor has not demonstrated
sufficient funds available to make good on financial
undertakings provided. Bank statement did not cover the
minimum required six month period of transactions. Funds
clearly insufficient to cover costs of applicant's proposed visit.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No documentation provided to evidence the stated
familial link between the applicant and the reference\sponsor.
No documentation provided to evidence the stated familial link
between the applicant and stated parents i.e. birth certificate.
Passport bio-data pages, with signature, of applicant's stated
parents not provided in order to verify signatures on travel
consent letter; Stated educational letter of applicant deemed to
be of poor quality. Insufficient contact details provided in order
to facilitate verification of the stated educational particulars.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant is stated to be a school going
student. Visa Officer is not satisfied that educational studies in
isolation would amount to a sufficient obligation that would
necessitate the applicant's return following the proposed visit.
Applicant's stated parents residence in his\her country of origin
not sufficiently demonstrated or evidenced;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the demonstrated means of the persons
concerned. Given that no compelling reasons for the trip have
been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied with regard to the

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29775422

Refused

29778462

Refused

29780332
29780952

Approved
Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete:- Reference\Sponsor has not demonstrated
sufficient funds available to make good on financial
undertakings provided. Bank statement did not cover the
minimum required six month period of transactions. Funds
clearly insufficient to cover costs of applicant's proposed visit.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No documentation provided to evidence the stated
familial link between the applicant and the reference\sponsor.
No documentation provided to evidence the stated familial link
between the applicant and stated parents i.e. birth certificate.
Passport bio-data pages, with signature, of applicant's stated
parents not provided in order to verify signatures on travel
consent letter; Stated educational letter of applicant deemed to
be of poor quality. Insufficient contact details provided in order
to facilitate verification of the stated educational particulars.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant is stated to be a school going
student. Visa Officer is not satisfied that educational studies in
isolation would amount to a sufficient obligation that would
necessitate the applicant's return following the proposed visit.
Applicant's stated parents residence in his\her country of origin
not sufficiently demonstrated or evidenced;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the demonstrated means of the persons
concerned. Given that no compelling reasons for the trip have
been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied with regard to the
applicant's intentions to leave the State following the proposed
visit. The stated purpose of the visa sought is to visit stated
extended family members. Setting aside for a moment the fact
that
the stated evidence
familial link
has notisbeen
established,
theor
costs
F:- Finances:provided
deemed
insufficient
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Quality of documents: evidence of previous work
experience documents (applicant).
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s): previous visa refusal reasons
letter not submitted.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29781512

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

29785952

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Bank statements do not cover six months from
reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Tax documents from
reference. Utility bill from reference. Letter of undertaking from
reference. Letter of undertaking from applicant. Evidence of
property owned/rented in home country from applicant.
Employment letter from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29786702

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Bank statements do not cover six months from
reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Tax documents from
reference. Utility bill from reference. Letter of undertaking from
reference. Letter of undertaking from applicant. School/college
letter from applicant. Employment letter from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29793402
29794152

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from applicant
ID:- Quality of documents
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

29797402
29800212
29803722
29804652

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Unexplained lump sum lodgements from sponsor
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from applicant
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for - after
2012
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29805452

Refused

SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he/she needs to pursue this course in the State. Course is
widely available - Visa Officer is not satisfied that course is
warranted

29806312

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29806622

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29807822
29808612

Approved
Approved

Study
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29810782

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for reference, ie. unexplained lump sum lodgements.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No documentary evidence of business in support of
application. Photographs are not sufficient evidence.
• No evidence of family in country of permanent residence, ie.
Details of sibling to concur with statement of business purposes.
• Six months bank statements not provided by reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a
relationship being in existence prior to visa application/marriage.
Note: For immigration purposes it is not sufficient for a
relationship to have developed over the internet or by
telephone/sms. A relationship must include a number of face to
face meetings (excluding webcam) between the parties. You
must satisfy the visa officer that the relationship is bona-fide.

29813552

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter and payslips from
applicant. OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown e.g.no social, economic or professional ties in home country
shown. OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the
Common Travel Area between Ireland and the UK. OC:Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. P: Passport expires within 12 months of arrival in the State. R:Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event have passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29814232
29814952

Refused
Refused

ID:- Parent's refusal reasons
ID:- Guardian's visa refusal reasons.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29815882

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Employment letter
from reference. Three recent payslips from reference. P60 from
reference. Copy of passport from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29816722
29816792

Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Employment letter
from reference. Three recent payslips from reference. P60 from
reference. Copy of passport from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29825582

Refused

29829842
29830032
29832832
29835102
29840602

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - no name/address of applicant and no address for
bank on statement - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference
ID:- Application form unsigned
ID:- Documents provided not translated - employment
letter/contract, payslips and bank statements - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant. No details/documentation re previous
visa refusal - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - reference. No employment letter/payslips reference. No utility bill - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter
of invitation
Visit
(Family
/ Friend) no longer valid - dates for intended visit
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Education)
Study
ID:- Quality of documents

29845142

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29849492

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Bank statements do not cover six months from
applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Three recent payslips from applicant, and previous
passport from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29849722

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No accommodation shown in country of residence.
• No employment documentation provided by applicant.
• No payslips from employment provided by applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29850522
29859922

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29860442

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29860712

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29861702
29866542
29876902

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the reference
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
ST:- Proposed visit is not short term in nature - exceeds 90 days

29877472
29878882

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-employment letters from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Details and supporting evidence for gaps in
employment history. Previous passport or evidence passport
has been lost/stolen e.g. police certificate. Letter of undertaking
from applicant.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant-not declared.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied-dates on employment letter.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29885372

Refused
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking/invitation - reference. No evidence of
employment/business - reference. No utility bill - reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R:- No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29885882

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for guardian.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No passport provided by reference.
• No accommodation details provided by reference.
• No utility bills provided by reference.
• No legal permission for guardianship of applicant shown.
• Quality of guardian’s bank letter compared to bank statements.
• Quality of school letter – web page does not exist.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:• Two alternative school letters have been submitted for same
child in same named school.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)– applicant has failed to declare
previous visa refusals.

29887062

Refused

IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29888472

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Letter of undertaking from reference. Recent utility
bill from reference. Employment letter from applicant. Three
recent payslips from applicant. Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. Evidence of
family ties to home country e.g. birth certificates from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29891152

Refused

ID:- Poor quality of documents
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29898402
29903792
29904802

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• Travel dates have passed, no updated travel plans submitted.

29906882

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - 1. Original birth
certificate of applicant, and explanation of reasons for late
registration of her birth 2. Court order granting custody of
applicant

29906912

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course
have passed
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

29907012

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29908352
29911512

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
applicant and reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Bank statements do not cover six months from
applicant and reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29913632

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29913902

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29914132

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown; no documentary
evidence that reference currently resides in Ireland

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29914352

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29914582

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29914722

Refused

ID:- As per parents refusal reasons

29918122

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
reference
ID:- Documents provided not translated
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29919352
29919582

Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29922922

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29924142
29927042

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of any family members in home
country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29928362

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. 6 month bank statement not provided showing all
transactions. Lump lodgements not explained.
ID:- Poor quality of documents - Employment letter/payslips.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

29931292
29935842
29936932
29939182
29939262
29940602
29940772
29942812
29943582

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
Visit (Education)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29949722

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant
ID:- Quality of documents - educational documents - applicant
ID:- Quality of documents - business letter - sponsor
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
P:- Passport expires within six months of end of visit
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

29952402
29955212

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29956282

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29956552

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter and payslips from
the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- insufficient evidence of ln family member residing
in Ireland.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29958732
29960442

Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29960822

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29960902

Refused

F:- Finances shown from applicant have been deemed
insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29961292

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
FM:– There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of non-EEA/Irish citizens to migrate on a longterm basis to Ireland. Your case has been fully examined on the
basis of the documentation submitted, and it has been decided
not to grant your visa
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

29961532

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29962082

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.

29965282

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - large unexplained deposit on bank statement
(applicant).
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.

29967392

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents –
• training letter submitted at appeal stage has a spelling error

29968602

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Applicant.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - host
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter/payslips - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter/payslips - host.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - employment of applicant. Application form states she
is not employed, letter of undertaking she is in employment.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - length of visit - host states visit is for 2 weeks,
applicant states on application form visit is for a month.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for intended visit
have passed.
R:- No clear link to host has been shown.

29972312
29975222

Approved
Approved

Study
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29977572

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Poor quality bank statement, unexplained large
lodgements and translation is not notarised.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter. No payslips.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

29979842
29980532
29981982
29982962

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Tourist)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Applicant;
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa appeals officer that such conditions would be observed.
The applicant is seeking a visa for the stated purpose of a visit
for a period of two months. The applicant, the
reference\sponsor and the family of the reference\sponsor are
stated to be long term close friends.
I have considered the stated purpose of the visa sought. I have
considered the particular circumstances of the applicant in line
with short stay visit visa criterion. I am not satisfied that the
applicant has addressed concerns surrounding his\her financial
position. Multiple large unexplained lump sum credit lodgements
are evident in the applicant's account. The amounts of those
monies are not consistent with the applicant' stated earnings
from employment. The source of the monies have not clarified.
As a result, the unexplained lodgements evident cannot be
taken into consideration as verified monies available to the
applicant. Financial undertakings from the reference\sponsor in
support of the visa application have been considered however,
on the basis of financial documentation provided, I am not
satisfied that the reference\sponsor has demonstrated a
sufficiently strong financial position to make good on financial
undertakings provided. I am further not satisfied that the
applicant has demonstrated that he\she has sufficient social,
economic, professional and\or family ties in his\her country of
origin, that would, on balance, obligate his\her return to the
home country following the proposed visit. Having considered
the full circumstances of the visa applicant in the round,

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29985892

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents

29985972
29988402

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient

29989092
29989522
29989672
29991072
29991242
29993782

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: large unexplained deposits on bank statements
(applicant, sponsor).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- evidence of accommodation in home country
(applicant).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29993872

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
reference and applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgement from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Evidence of business
from applicant e.g. tax documents. Employment letter from
reference. Three recent payslips from reference. P60 from
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29996692
29996702

Approved
Refused

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
ID:- Quality of documents- Employment letter
ID:- Documents provided not translated- payslips, home
registration address
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie- Full details of
previous visa refusal not submitted.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied- residency of children
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

29997952

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30004692
30007752
30011562

Approved
Approved
Approved

Join Parent
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30015042

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - large unexplained deposit on bank statement
(applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- undertaking (applicant, host), up-to-date evidence
of accommodation in home country (applicant), marriage
certificate (host), birth certificate (host's partner), payslips (host).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30016272
30016302
30017972
30028452

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country and no evidence of business premises from the
applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - business document from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30028962

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country and no evidence of business premises from the
applicant, business certificate from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30031372
30034162
30034702
30034772

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Employment
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Bank statements do not cover six months from
applicant. Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-Bank statements from applicant.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Residence card valid for 90 days from date of
return from applicant. Recent college letter from applicant with
certified translation.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30036432

Refused
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
reference. F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed
insufficient or incomplete – 6 months bank statements required
from applicant and reference. ID:-Insufficient documentation
submitted in support of the application: No evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. No evidence of
family member in applicant’s home country. No letter of
undertaking from applicant and reference. OB:- Obligations to
return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or
professional ties in home country shown. OC:- Condition - The
potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the applicant's
means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have
been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions
to leave the State following your visit. OC:- Observe the
conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose
and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed.

30043722
30044232

Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for applicant.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for
reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by partner.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30045772

Refused

ID: Course does not meet student visa requirements as per our
website - www.inis.gov.ie
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

30047052
30047942
30048262
30048862
30049472
30049832
30050812
30051172
30065422
30066092

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Study
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30067132
30068192
30068592
30069902

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking/invitation - reference. No utility bill - reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30070972
30071112

Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
ID:- Course is not on ILEP (please see our website
ww.inis.gov.ie) • the course is not currently listed on ILEP

30072382
30073852
30074362
30075102
30075772
30076632

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Study (Phd)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Detailed bank statement not submitted,
Confirmation of payment for tuition fees for course not
submitted, Employment Letter and Payslips not submitted by
Applicant
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Re: Employment
R:- No clear link to Sponsor has been shown
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he/she needs to pursue this course in the State. Course is
widely available - Visa Officer is not satisfied that course is
warranted

30077172

Approved

Exam

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30082292

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no letter of undertaking from the
reference, missing pages from the reference's passport.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30084182
30084522

Approved
Refused

Atypical worker
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
applicant. ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of
the application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant.No letter of undertaking from applicant.
No evidence of family member in applicant’s home country. OB:Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed
sufficient. OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high
in comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the
visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration:- the applicant
has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions would be
observed.

30085152
30085352
30086092
30086172
30086482

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Atypical worker
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30087532

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - no bank statement submitted (applicant), no bank
statement showing previous 6 months of transactions submitted
(sponsor).
ID:- Quality of documents: - employment letter (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- undertaking (applicant, sponsor), evidence
accounting for all gaps in your educational history (applicant),
employment letter (sponsor).
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

30087882
30088832
30089082
30089402
30089422
30089612
30090112
30090142

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Visit (Education)
Study
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30090692
30091362
30092062
30092522
30093172
30093452
30094022

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - no bank statement submitted (applicant), large
unexplained deposit on bank statement (sponsor).
ID:- Quality of documents: - employment letter (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- evidence accounting for any gaps in your
educational history (applicant).
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

30094182
30094842
30095022
30095242
30095252
30095852
30100302

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30102222
30106232
30106472
30106782

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Visit (Education)
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant
and from reference. Bank statements do not cover six months
applicant and from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Evidence of business from applicant e.g. tax
documents.
Letter of undertaking from applicant. Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30108042

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
applicant. ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of
the application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant.No letter of undertaking from applicant.
No evidence of family member in applicant’s home country. OB:Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed
sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the
visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration:- the applicant
has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions would be
observed.

30109662
30110952
30111662
30111802

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Tourist)
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30112082
30112812

Approved
Approved

Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30115252

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - This issue relates to Reference\Sponsor;
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - This issue
relates to Applicant;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Reference\Sponsor did not provide a bank
statement covering the required six months duration,
immediately prior to date of visa application submission. A three
month transactional statement was provided which ended some
4 months before the application was submitted for
consideration. Unexplained large lump sum lodgement noted in
statement provided. Source of that amount and whether those
monies are still available is unclear. Overall balance as at end
date deemed insufficient. Applicant is stated to be employed
however, no documentary evidence provided in support of
stated circumstance. Applicant did not provide a six month
bank statement, therefore his\her economic circumstances in
his\her country of origin could not be established. No evidence
provided to establish whether or not the applicant is a
home\property owner. No details or evidences provided to
establish whether the applicant has any dependant family
members in his\her country of origin. No documentary evidence
was provided to establish the stated familial link between the
applicant and the reference\sponsor. Insufficient
documentation\details provided by the applicant to clearly set
out his\her immigration history in respect of this State. It is
noted that the applicant was granted, on two previous
occasions, visit visas in respect of this State. However,
insufficient evidence was provided to establish that he\she
observed the conditions of those 'visit' visas granted. A
suggested way in which observation of 'permitted times in the
State' may be established is via the provision of immigration
stamps
that should,
being have
equal,been
be contained
F:- Finances
shown all
by things
the sponsor
deemed in the
insufficient.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30116382

Refused

30116752

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient - as the accompanying adult's visa application
ahs been refused, applicant would be an unaccompanied minor
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

30116802
30117202
30118042

Approved
Approved
Approved

Religious
Visit (Education)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30119362
30119872
30119992
30120022
30121562
30123002

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Join/acc. EU Citizen Partner
Atypical worker
Join Parent
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - college letter from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30124362
30124642
30125982

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - fro0m the
applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30126072
30126252

Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30130902

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - sponsor.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No documentation
re previous visa refusals - applicant. No full copy of Applicant's
current & previous passports.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter/payslips - sponsor.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Marriage status of applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30132362
30132432

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no letter of undertaking from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30132912

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no letter of undertaking from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30135562

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant and the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- business documents from the applicant, tax
documents from the applicant, no evidence of property
owned/rented in home county, no evidence of business
premises from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30141902

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.

30142302
30142832

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30142972
30143412
30143642

Approved
Approved
Approved

Performance
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30144512

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the reference or from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30145902
30148712
30149372
30149832
30150232
30153072
30157322
30160532
30160572

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Research
Study (Phd)
Visit
Visit
Visit
Study
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he needs to pursue this course in the State. Course widely
available - Visa Officer not satisfied that course is warranted
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

30161102

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30163502
30164442

Approved
Refused

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30164792

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30165102

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30165112

Refused

30165222

Refused

CP:- Course does not meet Student Visa requirements
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Sponsor
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment Letter submitted by
Applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Medical Insurance for Applicant only covers for
three months, Utility Bill from Reference not submitted
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB Card:- Copy of
Passport of Reference
R:- No clear link to Reference has been shown
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he/she needs to pursue this course in the State. Course is
widely available - Visa Officer is not satisfied that course is
warranted.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no payslips from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30167522
30168542
30168762
30173042

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant and from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No utility bill from the reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - applicants employment ID.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30176682

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30178742

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Translation documents provided from
applicant.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:-Evidence of property owned/rented in home country
from applicant. Letter of undertaking from applicant. Three
recent payslips from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30178892

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Multiple unexplained lump sum lodgements evident
in account statement of applicant. Source of those monies not
sufficiently evidenced. Visa Officer not satisfied that
reference\sponsor has the economic means to make good on
financial undertakings provided, particularly so, in circumstances
where his\her spouse is sponsoring four other visa applicants at
the same time as he\she is sponsoring this applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Letter of stated employment i.e. as an employee,
has been deemed insufficient for immigration purposes.
Insufficient detail provided as would ordinarily be expected on a
letter of that type. Insufficient documentary evidence provided
to establish incomes of applicant's business and length of time
that stated business have been in operation.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient - Applicant is stated to be employed and self
employed. Visa Officer is not satisfied that stated employments
amount to a sufficient obligation necessitating his\her return
following the proposed visit. Applicant has not provided any
details of family members that may amount to a circumstance
which would obligate his\her return. Land ownership certificate
is not deemed to be a sufficient obligation necessitating
applicant's return.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State;
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to leave the
State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30179842

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter from applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30180462

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete by reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No details of family members remaining in country of
residence, ie. birth certificates for children.
• Quality of bank statements from reference deemed insufficient
for reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
RH:- Relationship History: • No strong evidence of relationship history between applicant &
reference.

30181382

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30181622

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no payslips from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30182302

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Quality of documents - business letter/letter of undertaking.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for event/intended visit have passed
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

30182442
30183502
30183942
30184262

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Performance
Performance
Study (Phd)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30185642

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statements do not cover 6 months - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking/invitation - reference. No utility bill - reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30186312

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking/invitation - reference. No utility bill - reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30186442
30186512
30186732
30187682
30187992
30188012

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Performance
Performance
Visit (Education)
Study
Visit (Education)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30188262

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
•Applicant does not have sufficient funds to undertake degree
course.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
•Applicant has not satisfied visa officer with reasons to
undertake the course in State, no evidence shown that similar
courses not available in home country.
•Sponsor of applicant has not provided a detailed six month
bank statement, details submitted insufficient, screenshot of
bank statements, poor quality

30189012

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
Educational certificates - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - Business letter - sponsor.
ID:- Authenticity of documents - Checks carried out on the
documentation you submitted in support of your visa application
found that you have provided false documents and therefore are
not permitted to make further visa applications for a period of 5
years.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No payslips applicant. No EFT showing payment to college - applicant.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for - 2001
to 2005, 2008 to 2010 & 2016 to date.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for - applicant has studied English in school
and has not shown sufficient reasons as to why she needs to
pursue this course in the State. Course is widely available in the
home country. Visa officer is not satisfied that course is
warranted.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30189522

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking/invitation - reference. No utility bill - reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30190172
30190252
30192132
30192702
30193642

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Performance
Visit (Education)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Performance
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- insufficient evidence of family members residing in
Ireland.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30194202

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Insufficient evidence of family member residing in
Ireland.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30194942

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30195622

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant - no
evidence of how applicant is paying for trip.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference - an
up to date bank statement is required to show how reference is
going to support the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
reference's business/employment - accountant's reports are for
2014 & 2015. Nothing for 2016 provided. No documentation
from business has been provided showing name, address etc.
of reference's business.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No utility bill
showing proof of address provided - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown no documentary evidence of property or family in Iraq has been
provided.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown - no documentary
evidence linking applicant to reference has been provided i.e.
birth certificate etc. Original ID card not provided, only
translation.

30196202
30196212
30196562
30200232
30200772
30202452

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

30202502
30202852

Approved
Approved

Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Quality of documents
ID:- Applicant has not provided evidence of any professional
qualifications achieved
Performance
Performance

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30203222

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months and is not
up to date - reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement is not up to date - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - Investment letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No copy of
biometric page of passport - reference. No up to date
employment letter - reference. No up to date payslips reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30203832
30204492
30208772
30208872
30210302
30212042
30212122

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Study
Performance
Study
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents from applicant – Employment Letter,
contract letter and payslips. ID:- Insufficient documentation
submitted in support of the application: No employment letter
from reference. No payslip from reference. No P60 from
reference. No letter of undertaking from reference and
applicant. No evidence of family member in applicant’s home
country. No evidence of property owned/rented in home country
from applicant. OB:- Obligations to return to home country have
not been deemed sufficient. OC:- Condition - The potential cost
of this trip is high in comparison to the applicant's means, and
given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to
leave the State following your visit. OC:- Observe the conditions
of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose and
duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed. R:- Travelling date already
passed. R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30212152
30212192
30212602
30212892
30213042
30213422

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Tourist)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30214002

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
reference.ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of
the application: No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant. No evidence of family member in home
country from applicant. No up-to-date personal bank statement
from applicant. No employment letter from reference. OB:Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social,
economic or professional ties in home country shown. OC:Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to
the applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for
the trip have been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of
your intentions to leave the State following your visit.

30214402
30214702
30215552
30215952
30216762
30217792
30218762

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Performance
Join Parent
Family Reunification
Join Parent
Training
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - property certificate.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient - It is noted there is one child not living in the
State but no evidence as to her marital status and where she is
living. If one party was to consider travelling alone this would
increase an applicant's obligation to return home.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30219252

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - Property certificate - applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient - It is noted there is one child not in the State
but no evidence provided as to her marital status and where she
is currently living. If one party were to consider travelling alone
this would increase an applicant's obligation to return home.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30219722
30219982

Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Join Spouse

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30220092

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant
and reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter and payslips from
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Letter of undertaking
from applicant. Full copy of previous passport from applicant.
Letter of undertaking from reference. P60 from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30220212
30220342
30220382
30220512
30220562
30224372

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused
Refused
Approved

Join Parent
Join Parent
Join Parent
ID:- As per parents refusal reasons.
ID:- As per parents refusal reasons.
Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30227072

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement not up to date - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement not up to date - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No up to date
payslips - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter - reference. No up to date utility bill - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30227762
30228242
30229862

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months and is not
up to date - reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement is not up to date - applicant.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No biometric page
of passport - reference. No up to date letter of employment reference. No up to date payslips - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30230152

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30230502
30231602

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30232812

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no utility bill from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30233342

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements and not up to date applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement not up to date - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
property owned/rented in home country - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter - reference. No up to date utility bill - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30234292

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown- from the
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, No evidence of any family member is
home country from the applicant, no employment letter from the
reference, no payslips from the reference, no P60 from the
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30236682

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant's
parent/guardian.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• Quality of school letter.
• No accommodation shown in country of residence.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30236882

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No pay slips from employment provided by applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:• Applicant is stated as being both a dependent and employed in
country of residence.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30237012

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Three recent
payslips from reference. P60 from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30237142

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Three recent
payslips from reference. P60 from reference. Letter of
undertaking from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30237502
30237752

Approved
Refused

Performance
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No marriage or death certificates provided for spouse.
• Property deed cannot be considered in support of application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30238732

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Medical insurance certificate not submitted,
Payslips from Employment not submitted
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Re: Sponsor

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30238822

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, No evidence of any family member is
home country from the applicant, no employment letter from the
reference, no payslips from the reference, no P60 from the
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30238852
30239942
30240912
30241262
30241762
30241882
30242502

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Performance
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Performance
Performance
ID:- Authenticity of documents - See comments below.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- police report for lost passport.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30243872
30244152
30244322
30247972
30250012
30250202
30250442

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30251352

Refused

ID:- Documents provided not translated
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Marital status - marriage certificate provided,
applicant stated he is divorced on application form.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s) - applicant has failed to declare
previous visa refusal.

30253652
30253832
30255392
30255592

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained lump sum from applicant. ID:- Quality
of documents – Payslips enclosed. ID:- Insufficient
documentation submitted in support of the application: No
employment letter from reference. No evidence of family
member in applicant’s home country. No evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. 6 months bank
statements required from reference. OB:- Obligations to return
to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or
professional ties in home country shown. OC:- Observe the
conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose
and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed.

30256442

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30256922

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no evidence of any family member in
home country from the applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

30257812

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no evidence of any family member is
home country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30260432

30261862

Refused

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Issue relates to both the applicant and the
applicant's reference\sponsor. Unexplained lump sum debit and
credit lodgements in the reference\sponsor's bank account
statement. Available funds in reference\sponsor's current
account deemed insufficient. Available funds in applicant's bank
account deemed insufficient. No business bank account
statement provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Issue relates to insufficient documentation and
details to evidence the applicant's stated business. In particular
noted that no evidence of business incomes provided. Noted
that applicant has a previous immigration history to another EU
State. However, insufficient documentation and\or details
provided in that regard e.g. purpose, duration of stay etc.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient - Visa officer is not satisfied that the applicant
has demonstrated that he\she has sufficient social, economic
professional and\or family ties in his\her country of origin that
would, on balance, obligate the applicant's return following the
proposed visit;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
P:- Passport expires within six months of end of visit
All documentation and submissions made in support of this 'visit'
visa application have been considered. The onus rests with the
applicant to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the visa officer
that the visa sought should be granted. The applicant has not
demonstrated
to the have
satisfaction
of the visa
officer that the
F:- Finances shown
been deemed
insufficient-from
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from reference.
Bank statements do not cover six months from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-payslips from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Letter of undertaking from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from reference. Evidence of property owned/rented
in home country from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30262252

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from reference.
Bank statements do not cover six months from reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-college letter from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- College letter that details how many years you have
been a student there, how many years/semesters you have left
and when you will be returning from holiday. Letter of
undertaking from applicant. Letter of undertaking from
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30262582
30263452
30264122
30266992

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30267712
30268082
30268432
30268962
30270242
30271722

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Performance
Study
Performance
Performance
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30271792

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statements do not cover 6 months and are
not up to date - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
applicant's business/employment.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking/invitation - reference. No up to date employment
letter/payslips - reference. No utility bill - reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - no copy of GNIB card, no copy of
passport of reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s) - applicant has failed to declare
previous visa refusal.

30273422
30273662
30274132

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant and the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- doctor's letter from the reference, letter of authority
from the reference, copy of original birth certificates from the
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30274282

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30275492

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: large unexplained deposits on bank statement
(sponsor).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- undertaking (applicant), evidence accounting for
any gaps in your educational history (applicant).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied: see comments below.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

30275852
30275872
30277362
30278642

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Education)
ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
employment documentation submitted with the application.
ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the letter of
recommendation submitted with the application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30279612
30279712

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - large unexplained deposits and a large
unexplained withdrawal on bank statement (applicant), no bank
statement submitted showing previous 6 months of transactions
(sponsor).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- undertaking (applicant), letter from sponsor
outlining details of financial support, payslips (sponsor).
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30279872

Refused

F:- Finances – Applicant has not provided an up-to-date bank
statement, showing what money has been paid into and out of
their personal account over the last six months.
ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
employment documentation submitted with the application.
ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the letter of
recommendation submitted with the application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s) – UK visa refusal not disclosed
with this application.

30280622

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete- - bank account statement not six months duration
and includes large lump lodgement
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - evidence of
reference residing in Ireland e.g. household utility bills, bank
statement, economic activity
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30280902
30283142
30283282
30284282
30285012
30286982

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30287122

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Bank statements do not cover six months from
applicant. Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-Property Assessment Certificate from
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Letter of undertaking
from applicant. Evidence of business from applicant.
Employment letter from reference. Three recent payslips from
reference. P60 from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30288102

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - source of monies lodged to bank account of
reference\sponsor not evidenced or clarified. Multiple lump sum
lodgements noted;
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant Applicant did not provide a bank statement in his\her own right.
Applicant did not provide any documentary evidence, detail or
other to establish a source of income or economic tie to his\her
home country. Submissions in this regard made on appeal have
not been deemed sufficient;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application: - Family registration documentation to establish
stated family link between the applicant and the
reference\sponsor not provided. It is unclear as to whether the
reference\sponsor is or will be in the State for the proposed visit.
On the basis of documentation provided, it would appear that
he\she may not currently be in Ireland;
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30288582

Approved

The applicant is seeking a short stay 'C' type visa for a specific
purpose. Details in that regard, have been set out in supporting
documentation. All documentation and submissions made in
support of this visa application have been considered. The
particular 'humanitarian' circumstances have also received due
consideration.
Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30288912
30289072
30289402

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
ID:- Quality of documents - The pension payslip and business
tax clearance.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no business registration. OB:- Obligations to return
to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30289632

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the
applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30289642
30289692
30292812

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

30295562
30296242

Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30296782

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant. No letter of undertaking from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown from applicant.

30297832

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - details of previous
visa refusal
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30299162

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter and payslips from
the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30300252
30300392

Approved
Approved

Tournament B/O
Religious

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30301182

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: no bank statement showing previous 6 months of
transactions shown (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- undertaking (applicant), evidence that all fees for
full year course have been paid (applicant).

30301542
30304362
30304772
30305172
30305432
30305872

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Education)
Study
Visit (Tourist)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

30306492

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

30306542

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie.

30307022
30307062

Approved
Refused

Visit (Tourist)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No accommodation booking provided by applicant/ booking
cancelled.
• No evidence of accommodation shown in country of residence.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30307602

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

30308022

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30308512

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete from reference. ID:- Insufficient documentation
submitted in support of the application:- No employment letter
from reference. No payslip from reference. No P60 from
reference. No letter of undertaking from reference and
applicant. No evidence of family member in applicant’s home
country. No previous national passport from applicant. No
marriage certificate. OB:- Obligations to return to home country
not shown - e.g.no social, economic or professional ties in home
country shown. OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is
high in comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the
visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration:- the applicant
has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions would be
observed. R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for
event/course have passed. R:- No clear link to reference has
been shown.

30308522

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
•Applicant’s mother has provided detailed bank statement ,
provided two bank accounts, no evidence of employment,
earnings shown, no payslips, no letter of employment.
•Applicant account – no covering letter, bank statement
provided only dated up to April 2017, funds low, explanation of
deposits into account not provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
•Applicant has not satisfied visa officer with reasons to
undertake the course in State and no evidence from applicant to
suggest course not available in home country, taken into
consideration previous education and employment history.
•Applicant’s sponsor has not provided evidence of supporting
him since his father died, no evidence of financial support.
•Applicant has provided copy of his birth certificate noted
registration dated 22/9/2016, date of birth of applicant 9/1/1989.
•Applicant’s father’s death certificate is registered 22//4/2015,
father’s date of death 3/2/1999
SP:- Relevance of course to employment

30309072

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30309682

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - no bank statement submitted showing previous 6
months of transactions (applicant, sponsor), credit cards are not
accepted as evidence of finances (sponsor).
ID:- Quality of documents: - student letter (applicant), bank
certificates (applicant, sponsor).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- passport - including all pages (applicant),
undertaking (applicant), payslips (sponsor).
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

30309902
30310022

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete from reference. ID:- Insufficient documentation
submitted in support of the application:- No employment letter
from reference. No payslips from reference. No P60 from
reference. No letter of undertaking from reference. No
application and undertaking letters from applicant. No evidence
of family member in applicant’s home country. No marriage
certificate. OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown
- e.g.no social, economic or professional ties in home country
shown. OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the
visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration:- the applicant
has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions would be
observed. R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event
have passed. R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30310382
30310682
30310932

Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30310992

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: low balance.
ID:- Documents provided not translated: bank statement,
contracts of employment, payslips.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- signed undertaking, up-to-date college letter of
acceptance, evidence of private medical insurance for duration
of stay in the state, evidence your fees have been paid to
college for current uptake.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied: see comments below.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

30311072
30311082

Approved
Refused

Exam
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - bank statements, work
contract and pay slips.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no evidence of any family member in
home country, no employment letter.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30311212
30311482
30311832

Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30312482

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant
and from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie-Letter of undertaking
from applicant. Full copy of previous passport from applicant.
Letter of undertaking from reference. P60 from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30313482
30314702
30315162

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Tourist)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No 6 month bank statements provided by applicant.
• No accommodation shown by applicant in country of residence.
• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30316062
30316282
30316542
30316952
30316972

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30317142
30318422
30318832
30319132
30323572
30324542
30326692
30328102
30328192
30330492
30331352
30331402

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Study (Phd)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Study
Study
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Internship
Visit (Family / Friend)
FM:- There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who are
family members of Irish citizens to migrate on a long-term basis
to Ireland. Your case has been fully examined on the basis of
the documentation submitted, and it has been decided not to
grant your application.
RH Relationship History – Insufficient documentary evidence
has been submitted to show a relationship being in existence
prior to visa application/marriage. Note: For Immigration
purposes it is not sufficient for a relationship to have developed
over the internet or by telephone/sms. A relationship must
include a number of face to face meetings (excluding webcam)
between the parties. You must satisfy the visa officer that the
relationship is bona-fide
• Insufficient documentation has been submitted to demonstrate
that a relationship was in existence prior to marriage.
• You state one of the photographs submitted was taken in
December 2017. This raises questions over the accuracy of the
dates on the other photographs submitted.
• Your sponsor previously acted as a reference for another visa
applicant in November 2016. It was stated on that occasion that
your sponsor was in a long-term relationship with that applicant.

INCO Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
• Your sponsor acted as a sponsor for another visa applicant in
November 2016 and it was stated that your sponsor was in a
long term relationship with that applicant. This inconsistency
together with the lack of relationship history demonstrated prior
to your marriage raises questions as to whether or not your
relationship with your sponsor is genuine.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30331772

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter and pay slips
from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - family registration, dates of employment.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30332352
30336072

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for reference, ie. Insufficient funds and unexplained
lump sum cash lodgements.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
• No accommodation shown by applicant in country of residence.
• No proof of accommodation shown by reference, ie. Rent
agreement & utility bill.
• No payslips from employment provided by applicant.
• No payslips from employment provided by reference.
• Six months bank statements not provided by reference.
• Quality of employment letter from applicant.
• Travel dates have passed – no updated travel itinerary
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30337802
30340082
30340182
30340352

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30340382
30340442
30341152

Approved
Approved
Refused

30341292
30343802
30344162
30344232
30344812

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

30344862

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statements do not cover 6 months and are
not up to date - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking/sponsorship
declaration letter - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - tenancy agreement - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant. No up to date employment
letter/payslips - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No utility bill reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Length of time of employment - contract and
application form differ - applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Length of visit - applicant and reference differ re
length of visit.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No
clear link
to reference has been shown
Visit
(Family
/ Friend)
Visit
Visit
Visit
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No Reference in Ireland

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30345012

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No Reference in Ireland

30345182
30345212
30345642

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit
Visit
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements, little activity on
accounts.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
applicant's business trading e.g. FBR cert etc.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No utility bill reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Applicant's employment/business.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30345652
30346382

Approved
Refused

Visit
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Residence card valid for 90 days from the date of
return from applicant. P60 from reference. Evidence of property
owned/rented in country of residence from applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied-Nationality of applicant differs on documentation
submitted.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30346512
30347042
30347542
30347752

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Study
Visit
Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30349992

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the
applicant and reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no letter of undertaking from the applicant. no utility
bill from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30351332

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the
applicant and the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from the applicant, no utility
bill from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30351582

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30352122
30352662
30353012
30353232
30353312
30353402

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30357262

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete, new account lump opening lodgement
IH:- Immigration history of applicant - UK immigration history
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown, no evidence
inviter resides in State
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay,
booking is for only one week

30359822
30361282
30361732
30361882
30361892
30362712
30362942
30363222
30363912
30363982
30364162
30364432
30364532

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
Visit
Visit
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit
Visit
Visit
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• Hotel booking cancelled and no updated arrangements
provided.
• No payslips from employment shown.
• No accommodation (owned or rented) shown in country of
residence.
INCO:- Inconsistencies:- re: finances.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.
R:- No reference in Ireland.

30364662

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30364882

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No accommodation (owned or rented) shown in country of
residence.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.
R:- No reference in Ireland.

30365172

Refused

30365432

Refused

30365472

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30367282

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for parent.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• Accommodation booking does not cover proposed trip.
• College in country of residence is not listed and cannot be
verified.
• No letter from college for purpose of visit.
• Quality of college letter.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No reference in Ireland.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.

30369072
30369412
30371572
30371862
30371932
30372332
30373642
30374802

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit
Study
Visit
Study (Phd)
Employment
F:- Bank statement provided by the applicant contains
unexplained large deposits in the period prior to the date of
statement.
ID:- Visa Officer is not satisfied with the quality of the letter from
the applicant's current place of education.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30374922

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant and from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No utility bill from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30376952
30377432
30378542
30379322
30379452

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study (Phd)
Study
Study
Study
F:- Finances – Applicant has not provided an up-to-date bank
statement, showing what money has been paid into and out of
the account over the last six months.
ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain.
ID:- Applicant has not provided an employment letter.
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of his 3 most recent
payslips.
ID:- Applicant has not provided a copy of his marriage
certificate.
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of his children’s birth
certificates.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to the reference in Ireland has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30379492

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant should refer to the financial guidance i.e.
the minimum documentary requirements as set out on the
website of the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service
(www.inis.gov.ie) - Issues arising in this regard include but are
not limited issues noted in bank statements of both the
applicant's financial sponsor. Bank cover letters detailing
amongst other details date of account opening and bank
balance not provided. Unexplained large lump sum lodgements
in applicant's financial sponsor accounts. Source of monies
stated to be available in applicant's bank account not
established. Visa officer is not satisfied that applicant's financial
sponsor has demonstrated the capacity to make good on
financial undertakings provided bearing in mind other financial
commitments\obligations he\she may have.
ID:- Quality of documents - Banks statement and employment
documentation in respect of applicant's financial sponsor are
deemed to be poor quality. Stated employment is not deemed
to have been sufficiently established for immigration purposes.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Insufficient documentation\detail provided to
evidence stated employment of applicant's financial sponsor.
Insufficient documentation\detail provided to evidence stated
employment of applicant. Insufficient documentation\detail
provided to evidence stated income and business of applicant's
secondary sponsor, noted to be his parent. Insufficient
documentation provided to clearly establish current country of
residence of applicant's stated primary financial sponsor.
Insufficient documentation provided to establish stated payment
of educational fees by applicant's primary sponsor. Insufficient
documentation
provided to establish stated payment of
Study
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30380662
30382162

Approved
Refused

30384492

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30384932

Refused

30386772

Approved

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application - Residence card valid for 90 days from date of
return from applicant.
Spouse of Irish Citizen

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30386842

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgement - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - reference. No employment letter/payslips reference. No utility bill - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30388162
30390712

Approved
Refused

Study (Phd)
ID:- Quality of documents - Educational certificates are poor
quality.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

30392812
30393372
30395492

Refused
Approved
Refused

ST:- Course does not meet Student Visa requirements:
Visit (Family / Friend)
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course
have passed

30395852

Approved

Religious

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30398482

Refused

30399952

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided by reference is deemed
insufficient or incomplete – large lump sum transactions
unaccounted for.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No birth certificates for family members remaining in country of
permanent residence.
• No details of accommodation provided by reference to support
statement.
• No utility bills provided by reference for accommodation.
• No accommodation shown in country of residence by applicant.
• Quality of notarised translations of property sale deeds –
contain multiple errors.
• Quality of dependee’s bank statements – print-out from
internet.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:• References finances do not match earnings.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s):•F:Applicant
has
failedhave
to declare
previousinsufficient-from
visa refusals.
Finances
shown
been deemed
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from reference.
Bank statements do not cover six months from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letters from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter from reference. P60 from
reference. Employment letter from applicant. Three recent
payslips from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30402962

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-applicant should refer to financial guidance and
minimum documentary requirements in support of a study visa
application, available on the website of the Irish Naturalisation
and Immigration Service (www.inis.gov.ie).
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from sponsors.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Three recent payslips from sponsors.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied-stated salary from sponsors.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; applicant has not shown
evidence that a similar course is not available in home country.
Visa Officer is not satisfied course is warranted

30403822
30405002
30405792
30406252
30406812
30407062
30407272
30407492

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Visit
Visit
Visit
Visit
Visit (Tourist)
Study (Phd)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Sponsor
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Detailed bank statement not submitted by Sponsor
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to Sponsor has been shown

30407522

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30408442

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

30409272
30409682
30409942
30410522
30410842

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Education)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter from applicant. Three recent
payslips from applicant. Letter of undertaking from applicant.
Letter of undertaking from reference. Property/tenancy
agreement from country of residence from applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30412562

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30412972

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from the applicant, no
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the
applicant, no payslips from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.
SCSTP:- It is not the general policy to allow spouse or children
visas to accompany or join spouse or parent on short-term
business/training trips.

30413102

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Applicant did not
provide a six month bank statement. As a result, it was not
possible to assess or consider the applicant's financial or
economic circumstances in his\her country of origin. It is noted
and it has been considered that the applicant's contact
host(s)have undertaken to provide for all costs and expenses
associated with the proposed visit. However, not withstanding a
contact host's financial undertakings, it remains incumbent upon
an applicant to demonstrate a sufficiently\reasonably strong
economic tie to his\her country of origin in his\her own right.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- It is noted that the applicant's contact host has
acted as a contact host\reference in the past for persons who
sought and were granted visit visas. No detail,
documentation\evidences or other have been provided to
demonstrate that the conditions of those visas granted were
observed by those persons in those instances. The applicant
has not provided any documentary evidences of stated
immediate family member(s) in his\her home country who may
amount to an obligation\tie which would necessitate his\her
return following the proposed visit. No evidences of immediate
family members e.g. children, adult or otherwise have been
provided. Documentation submitted in support of stated
property\land ownership has been deemed insufficient.
Documents provided were not translated i.e. not accompanied
by a notarised translation. Further, documentation submitted in
that regard would appear, on the face of it, to be planning
permission only.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
All submissions made have been considered however, little or

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30413252

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained large lodgements from applicant. Bank
statements do not cover six months from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- P60 from reference. Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. Evidence of
family ties to home country from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30413682

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant's bank statement did not cover the
required minimum six month period. It was further noted that
the banks statement provided was not a recent bank statement.
A number of unexplained lump sum lodgements were noted in
the statement provided. It is noted and it has been considered
that the applicant's contact host(s)have undertaken to provide
for all costs and expenses associated with the proposed visit.
However, not withstanding a contact host's financial
undertakings, it remains incumbent upon an applicant to
demonstrate a sufficiently\reasonably strong economic tie to
his\her country of origin in his\her own right. On the basis of
bank statement provided, the applicant's financial position is not
deemed to be sufficiently strong for immigration purposes.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- It is noted that the applicant's contact host has
acted as a contact host\reference in the past for persons who
sought and were granted visit visas. No detail,
documentation\evidences or other have been provided to
demonstrate that the conditions of those visas granted were
observed by those persons in those instances. The applicant
has not provided sufficient evidence(s)of family members in
his\her home country who may amount to an obligation\tie which
would necessitate his\her return following the proposed visit. No
evidences of immediate family members e.g. children, adult or
otherwise have been provided. The stated marital family
circumstance would appear to be inconsistent. Further detail in
this regard is set out below. . INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g.
contradictions in the information supplied:- Applicant states that
he\she is married and it would appear that said marriage is one
of the stated obligation\ties relied upon which would necessitate
applicant's return to country of origin following the proposed
visit. However, it is noted that applicant in a previous visa

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30414742

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgement.
ID:- Quality of documents - travel insurance is out of date.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter from
college.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
P:- No copy of residency card provided.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

30416082
30418972
30419842

Approved
Approved
Refused

Conference / Event
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant's sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- copy of original birth certificate of applicant, no
letter of undertaking from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30420972

Refused

ID:- No hosting agreement submitted with the application.
ID:- Application does not meet the qualifying criteria required for
an ‘Employment / Scientific Researcher’ visa.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30422062

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant does not have sufficient funds to
undertake degree course.
•Bank details provided, poor quality

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
•Applicant has not satisfied visa officer with reasons to
undertake the course in State, evidence from applicant to
suggest similar courses available in home country, taken into
consideration previous education. Applicant intends to progress
to degree course and language course yet no details outlined.
•Applicant has provided evidence of sponsor’s source of
finances, business, employment, no evidence registered by
relevant authority.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

30422432

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Proposed yearly grant is not deemed sufficient to
cover the applicant's living and accommodation costs. Applicant
makes mention of other financial supports that he\she requests
be taken into consideration, however, the applicant has not
provided any documentary evidences or other to support
submissions made;
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Applicant did not
provide a detailed six month bank statement, a minimum
documentary requirement in support of any visa application type.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Applicant has not provided sufficient documentary
evidence of his\her stated employment. A suggested example of
further evidences would be, a bank statement evidencing stated
salary being paid into personal account and\or evidence of
income taxation paid, as a result of stated employment.
Applicant is noted to have a family and it would appear that it is
proposed that those family member's would accompany him\her
for the duration of his\her PHD studies. Noted that no
applications would appear to have been submitted for those
family members. However, it is unclear how the applicant
proposes to support those person in either scenario, i.e. where
the persons concerned remain in the home country or in
circumstances where the persons concerned were to seek visas
to join him\her in this State.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant:- Full explanation and
supporting documentation required in respect of immigration
history. Accepted that applicant made certain disclosures as
required, however, details provided deemed to be vague to say
the least.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for - A
gap in the applicant's employment\educational profile would
appear to be evident for the year 2011 - 2012. A full account in

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30422652
30423892

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - source of large lodgements to sponsor and
applicant accounts not satisfactorily explained
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30424002
30425962

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - no letter of
undertaking.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No reference in Ireland
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

30425982

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30427442

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for
reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking provided by applicant.
• Six months bank statements not provided by reference.
• No accommodation in country of permanent residence shown
by applicant.
• No documents/evidence of any family members residing in
country of permanent residence.
• Previous passport for applicant not provided.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:
• Accommodation details of reference.
• Spouse of applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30428452

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no letter of undertaking from the applicant, no
evidence of property owned/rented in home country and no
evidence of business premises, no birth certificate from the
applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30430132

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Sponsor
ID:- Quality of documents - Bank Statements submitted by
Sponsor
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Confirmation of full fees paid to College not
submitted - Applicant, Utility Bill from Reference not submitted
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Re: place of residence in Ireland

30431022
30431042

Approved
Refused

Visit (Tourist)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: large unexplained deposit on bank statement
(applicant).
ID:- Documents provided not translated: bank statement
(sponsor).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- undertaking (applicant), birth certificate (applicant),
student letter (applicant), employment letter (sponsor), payslips
(sponsor), evidence of accommodation in the state (i.e. utility
bill) (host), passport (host), passport (applicant's parents).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.

30432132
30433782
30433882

Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Tourist)
Employment
Internship

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30434572

Refused

30434702
30435662
30436252
30436402
30436722

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Applicant - six
month duration bank statement not provided by the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- bank statement not provided by the applicant.
Noted that reference\sponsor has undertaken to provide for all
costs\expenses associated with proposed visit however,
applicant must be in a position to demonstrate a sufficiently
strong economic tie to his\her country of origin. In the absence
of a bank statement, in respect of the applicant, an assessment
of the applicant's financial position and his\her consequent
economic tie to his\her home country could not be undertaken.
Sufficient documentation in support of stated employment not
provided. Contract of employment in isolation is not deemed
sufficient for immigration purposes.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. The applicant has not demonstrated
sufficient social, economic, professional and\or family ties in
his\her country of origin that would, when considered in the
round, satisfy the visa officer that his\her return to the country of
origin following the proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. Having
considered the full circumstances of this visa application, in the
round, reasonable concerns arise that the applicant may not
observe the conditions of a visit visa in circumstances where
one was to be granted. A consequent reasonable concern
arises that the applicant, where granted entry to the State, may
seek to change\vary his\her permission to remain. The onus
rests with the applicant to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the
visa
that their particular case warrants the granting of the
Visit officer
(Tourist)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
ID:- As per parents refusal reasons.

30437572
30437602

Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
ID:- Refused as per parents refusal reasons.

30437712
30437992

Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30438182

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - school letters.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no copies or original birth certificates
and marriage certificates, up to date utility bill from the
reference, no up to date rental agreement from the reference,
up to date business registration certificate from the reference,
no letter of undertaking from the applicant and from the
reference, no tax assessments from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
R:- No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form.

30438232
30438322

Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the reference and from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter from the applicant
and school/college letters.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no payslips, copy of original marriage
certificate, copies or original birth certificates, up to date utility
bill from the reference, copy of up to date rental agreement from
the reference, up to date business registration from the
reference, no letter of undertaking from the reference or from
the applicant, tax assessments from the reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R:- No letter of invitation submitted with the visa application form

30438382
30441422

Approved
Approved

Visit (Education)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30442122

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
• Insufficient evidence of funds provided. Insufficient evidence of
reference and applicant’s earnings provided
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• Six month detailed bank statement in respect of the
reference’s personal bank account not provided
• Source of lump sum cash lodgement to reference’s bank
account not fully explained
• Bank statement and credit union statement for reference are
not recent (approx. six months old)
• Applicant’s bank statement not sufficient- internet printout.
• Source of funds in reference’s credit union/bank account not
fully explained (insufficient evidence of earnings provided)
• Credit union account (reference) is a joint account.
Confirmation from other account holder that the funds are
available to cover the cost of the applicant’s stay not provided.
ID:- Quality of documents
• The document provided in respect of your stated business is of
poor quality (applicant).

30443532
30444682
30447542
30447902

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Evidence that your family members reside in your home
country not submitted e.g. school letters for children
• Utility bill for reference in Ireland not provided
• Birth certificates to evidence the family link between you and
the reference in Ireland not submitted
• Insufficient evidence regarding your stated business and
earnings
submitted e.g. tax returns
Study
Visit
Volunteer
IH:- Immigration history of applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No reference in Ireland.
VR:- Previous visa refusal – UK visa refusal not disclosed with
this application.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30448662

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter and payslips from
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Copy of passport from reference. P60 from
reference. Evidence of property owned/rented in home country
from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for holiday have
passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30448832

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• There are a number of cash lodgements to the applicant’s
bank account. Source of these funds is unclear and the
lodgements are well in excess of applicant’s salary.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Signed letter of undertaking from applicant not provided
• Letter of employment does not include full contact details of
employer
• Letter of employment does not state the duration of the
applicant’s leave or expected return date to work
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
• Documentary evidence to show how you are known to the
reference in Ireland not provided.
• Travel dates have passed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30449492

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant and from the reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter and payslips from
the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of any family member in home country
from the applicant, no evidence of property owned/rented in
home country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30451042

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for
reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No evidence of accommodation in country of residence
provided by applicant.
• No evidence of family members remaining in country of
residence provided.
• No arrangements shown regarding running of business during
proposed travel.
• No arrangements shown for care of dependents during
proposed travel.
• Travel dates have passed – no updated details provided.
• No evidence of business finances provided by applicant.
• No evidence to support stated purpose of trip.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied, re. business details.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30451252

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30454302

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no employment letter from the
applicant, no payslips from the applicant, no letter of
undertaking from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.
SCSTP:- It is not the general policy to allow spouse or children
visas to accompany or join spouse or parent on short-term
business/training trips.

30454382
30455312
30455442
30457552

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-unexplained lump sum lodgements from sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-employment letter and payslips from
applicant. Employment letter and payslips from sponsor.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for-after
2012.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; applicant has not shown
evidence that a similar course is not available in home country.
Visa Officer is not satisfied course is warranted

30458272
30460672

Approved
Refused

Join Parent
F:- Bank statement provided by the applicant contains
unexplained large deposits in the period prior to the date of
statement.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30460742

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter from college - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter - reference. No payslips - reference. No P60 - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown

30461272
30461742
30462332

Approved
Approved
Refused

30462532
30464352

Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Applicant's
financial position i.e. evidence of consistent income and funds
available has been deemed insufficient. Further, no current
account bank statement i.e. covering a six month duration in
respect of the applicant has been provided.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided by the reference\sponsor is
deemed insufficient or incomplete. Multiple, lumps sum
lodgements noted in current account bank statement provided,
source not established. Financial income of reference\sponsor
has not been sufficiently evidenced or detailed.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Reference\Sponsor is stated to be a business
owner. Insufficient\incomplete information has been provided to
evidence the stated circumstance. Applicant has not provided a
signed written undertaking with regard to observation of visa
conditions. Applicant has not provided a six month bank
statement. Applicant has not provided any evidence of financial
income in his\her country of origin. Applicant has not provided
any evidence of home\property ownership in his\her country of
origin. Applicant has not provided any detail, documentation or
other to evidence family members he\she may have in his\her
country of origin. Applicant is stated to be in third level
education. Documentation and detail provided in that regard is
deemed insufficient\incomplete.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. The applicant has not demonstrated that
he\she has sufficient social, economic, professional and \or
family ties in his\her country of origin that would satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return to the country of origin is obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
Performance
Family Reunification

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30464372

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Copy of passport from reference. P60 from
reference
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied-re names supplied on translation of company's
registration certificate.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for holiday have
passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

30464382

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Copy of passport from reference. P60 from
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for holiday have
passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

30464842

Refused

30465342

Approved

SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he/she needs to pursue this course in the State. Course is
widely available - Visa Officer is not satisfied that course is
warranted
Family Reunification

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30466682

Refused

ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
employment letter submitted with the application.
ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the college
letter submitted with the application.
ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
qualifications certificate submitted with the application.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied – Family details on current application differ to those
provided on previous visa application.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied – Employment history on current application differs to
that provided on previous visa application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30467242

Refused

ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
employment letter submitted with the application.
ID:- Applicant has not provided any evidence of training /
qualification in his chosen profession.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30467492

Refused

ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
employment documentation submitted with the application.
ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the letter of
qualification / recommendation submitted with the application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30467542
30467752
30468642
30468812
30469082
30469582

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Tourist)
Business
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30471142

Refused
ID Insufficient documentation • Insufficient documentation
submitted in support of the application. Please see website link
to 'Documentation to Accompany a Visa Application' at
www.inis.gov.ie
• Translations only of marriage certificate and national identity
cards provided. Copies of the original documents not provided.
• Evidence that other family members are residing in home
country not submitted.
• You state you own property valued at approx. €700,000.
Insufficient evidence this submitted
ID Quality of Documents
• Letter in respect of deposit accounts held by applicant is of
poor quality and contains spelling errors.
F Finances e.g.
• Evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete.
Source of funds in applicant’s bank account have not been fully
explained.
R Reference e.g• No clear link to reference has been shown.
Birth certificates to demonstrate the family link not submitted.
OB Obligation to return to home country have not been deemed
sufficient.
Insufficient evidence of social and economic ties to home
country shown

30471672
30472982
30473082

Approved
Approved
Refused

30473212

Approved

OC Observe the conditions of the visa. The visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration, and the applicant has not
satisfied the visa officer that such conditions would be observed
•Study
Obligations to return to home country have been deemed
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No college letter, No evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from the applicant, pages
missing from the applicant's passport,
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30474582

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - No evidence provided to establish that flights and
accommodations had been funded by stated family member i.e.
applicant's sibling. No evidence provided as to that person's
financial means e.g. detailed six month bank statement.
Financial statements in respect of another of the applicant's
financial sponsor i.e. parent have been deemed insufficient,
incomplete and of poor quality.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by the applicant.
It was noted that other family members have undertaken to
provide for all costs\expenses associated with proposed visit
however, for short stay visa purposes, an applicant must be in a
position to demonstrate a sufficiently strong economic tie to
his\her country of origin. In the absence of a bank statement, in
respect of the applicant, an assessment of the applicant's
financial position and his\her consequent economic tie to his\her
home country could not be undertaken.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
origin that would, when considered in the round, satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return to the country of origin following the
proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to leave the
State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30474882

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - No evidence provided to establish that flights and
accommodations had been funded by stated family member i.e.
applicant's stated adult child. No evidence provided as to that
person's financial means e.g. detailed six month bank statement
not provided. Financial statements in respect of applicant have
been deemed insufficient, incomplete and of poor quality.
Amongst other issues, a minimum detailed six month duration
bank was not provided by the applicant. In the absence of a
detailed bank statement, in respect of the applicant, an
assessment of his\her financial position and his\her consequent
economic tie to his\her home country could not be undertaken.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Insufficient documentation provided in respect of
stated family member(s) in applicant's home country. No
evidence provided in respect of stated business in applicant's
home country.

30475282
30476102

Approved
Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
origin that would, when considered in the round, satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return to the country of origin following the
proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following the
proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to leave the
State following the proposed visit.
OC:StudyObserve the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
R:- dates for visit have passed

30476122

Approved

Religious

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30476262

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained lodgements from applicant.
Unexplained balance from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Letter of undertaking from applicant; Letter of
undertaking from reference; Previous visa refusal letters from
applicant; Employment letter from reference; Utility bill from
reference; Three recent payslips from reference; P60 from
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s) - not declared.

30476572
30477142

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover required minimum
six month duration. Unexplained lump sum lodgements.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment documentation deemed
to be of poor quality. Financial documentation i.e. bank
statement deemed to be of poor quality.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Sufficient documentation to evidence stated
employment not provided. Copy of applicant's marriage
certificate not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient:- Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
origin that would, when considered in the round, satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return to the country of origin following the
proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State;
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to leave the
State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. Having
considered the full circumstances of this visa application, in the
round, reasonable concerns arise that the applicant may not
observe the conditions of a visit visa in circumstance where one
was to be granted. A consequent reasonable concern arises
that the applicant may, where granted entry to the State, seek to
change\vary his \her permission to remain. The onus rests with

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30477732

Refused

30477912

Refused

30477962

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Unexplained lump sum lodgements.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment documentation deemed
to be of poor quality. Financial documentation i.e. bank
statement deemed to be of poor quality.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Sufficient documentation to evidence stated
employment not provided. Copy of applicant's marriage
certificate not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient:- Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
origin that would, when considered in the round, satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return to the country of origin following the
proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State;
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to leave the
State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. Having
considered the full circumstances of this visa application, in the
round, reasonable concerns arise that the applicant may not
observe the conditions of a visit visa in circumstance where one
was to be granted. A consequent reasonable concern arises
that the applicant may, where granted entry to the State, seek to
change\vary his \her permission to remain. The onus rests with
the
to of
thehis\her
satisfaction
of visa
the visa
ID:- applicant
Applicanttois demonstrate
a minor. Both
parent's
applications have been refused. Visa Reference Numbers:
30477142 and 30477732 refer. Given that particular
circumstance, this applicant's visa has accordingly been refused.
ID:- University offer letter no longer valid.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- signed undertaking (applicant), evidence fees have
been paid to college (applicant).
SP:- Insufficient recognised level of English shown (e.g. IELTS,
TOEFL, etc).

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30478632

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by the applicant.
ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
employment documentation submitted with the application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to the sponsor has been shown.

30479762

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements.
ID:- Quality of documents - business documents.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
applicant's business trading e.g. FBR cert etc.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

30480152

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
applicant and reference. ID:-Insufficient documentation
submitted in support of the application:- No application letter
from applicant. No letter of undertaking from applicant and
reference. OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown
- e.g.no social, economic or professional ties in home country
shown. OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the
visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration:- the applicant
has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions would be
observed. R:- No clear link to reference has been shown. INCO:Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
from reference.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30480292

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• Six months detailed personal bank statements not provided by
applicant.
• Six months detailed personal bank statements not provided by
reference.
• No details of family members residing in country of residence.
• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30480772
30480842
30480852
30481232
30481432
30481692
30482272
30482322
30482792

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Education)
Family Reunification
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Study
Performance
Performance

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30484532

Refused

30485032
30485532
30485842
30486212
30486242
30487192
30487522
30487582

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - Bank statement and bank account book
documents deemed to be of poor quality. No contact details
provided for financial institution provided. Applicant's name
written in 'biro' ink on top of documents. Account holder details
not translated, therefore it has not been established that the
accounts are those of the applicant. Unexplained credit
lodgements evident in both statements of accounts. Stated
salary lodgements are inconsistent with stated salary as per
applicant and applicant's stated employer. Funds stated to be
available to the applicant have been deemed insufficient.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Applicant's stated employment documentation is
deemed to be of poor quality. In particular, insufficient contact
details provided in respect of stated correspondence issuer.
Applicant has not provided sufficient documentary evidence to
establish stated employment. Multiple documents not
accompanied by a notarised English language translation.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Stated salary and salary advice notes are inconsistent
with stated bank account salary lodgements. Residential\postal
address in respect of the applicant, as provided to the proposed
accommodation provider, differs to that provided in visa
application documentation.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
Visa Officer is not satisfied that the applicant has sufficiently
evidenced stated employment. Applicant has not provided any
evidences of having obligations in his\her home country that
would warrant his\her return following the proposed visit;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition
- The applicant may work illegally in the State;
Conference
/ Event
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Conference / Event
Visit (Education)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30488112

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - no final balance on statement, no notarised
translation of statement.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of invitation - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - tenancy agreement not up to date reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - reference. No employment letter/payslips reference. No utility bill - reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of National ID card:- copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown - applicant.

30488472
30488792
30491422

Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking provided by applicant.
• No details of family member in country of residence provided
by applicant.
• No accommodation in country of residence shown by applicant.
• No evidence of enrolment for up-coming semester.
• No evidence of stated scholarship provided by applicant.
• No evidence of concert performance commitment as stated in
application provided by applicant.
• No evidence of accommodation or utility bill provided by
reference.
• Passport stamps for stated travel not provided by reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30494682

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30494792

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from the applicant and the
reference, no utility bill from the reference, no payslips from the
applicant, no evidence of any family member in home country,
no evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the
applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30496582
30496622
30496942

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Business
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the
reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Authenticity of documents - See comments below.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, quality of accountant letter and
quality of balance sheets from the applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30500332

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - Employment Letter
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Confirmation of fees paid to College not submitted
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

30502392

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30503742

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Proof of relationship

30504992

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant
and from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-employment letter from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:-Evidence of business from reference e.g. tax
documents. Three recent payslips from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30505642
30507032
30507402
30507822
30508742

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Study
Study
Visit (Education)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30508892

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for applicant.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for
reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking provided by applicant.
• Residence permit in country of current residence is due to
expire in less than 3 months.
• No recent utility bill submitted from reference for proof of
address from reference.
• Quality of payslips provided by reference (father).
• No details of family member in country of permanent residency
provided by applicant.
• Dates for proposed travel have passed – no updated plans
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30508942
30509612
30510052
30511412
30514502

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
Business
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• Copies of previous passports not submitted.
• Company email address is a yahoo address.
• Quality of documents, ie. Headed letters from employment,
audited balance sheets for business, spelling errors on
documentation.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied, ie. Dates of documents.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.
R:- No reference in Ireland.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30515542

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
applicant or from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from the applicant, no
evidence of any family member in home country from the
applicant, no hotel booking from the applicant or utility bill from
the reference, no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no letter from the HSE in the
application. Please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.

30515792

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete:- Persons concerned should refer to financial
guidance in support of study visa applications as set out on the
website of the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service,
(www.inis.gov.ie).
ID:- Quality of applicant's stated employment documents(s)
deemed poor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Applicant has not provided sufficient documentation
to evidence his\her stated employments since stated graduation
from third level university degree studies already undertaken.
Insufficient evidence provided to demonstrate that applicant's
financial sponsor paid the partial educational fees and stated
Edu-step bond. Evidence of full fee payment not provided.
Financial sponsor's ability to make good on financial
undertaking provided not supported\evidenced by
documentation provided.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for Given that the applicant has not sufficiently evidenced his\her
stated employment(s), gaps in the applicant's stated
employment profile are deemed to exist.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for - Applicant has already obtained a third
level university degree in a discipline which by all accounts
mirrors the proposed course of studies in this State.
Submissions made by the applicant have not been deemed
sufficient to overcome anomalies in this regard. Applicant has
not demonstrated to the satisfaction of the visa officer that the
proposed course of studies is a progression or that the

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30517892

Refused

30518362

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant's bank account evidences unexplained
lump sum credit lodgement. Applicant's stated sponsor has not
demonstrated that he\she has sufficient financial capacity to
make good on financial undertakings provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No documentation provided i.e. EFT advice note,
to evidence full payment of first year academic fees. Applicant
has not provided any salary advice notes. Further, no evidence
of salary being paid into applicant's bank account. Applicant's
stated financial sponsor has not provided sufficient
documentation to evidence his\her stated additional self
employment;
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:- Provision of financial support by an unknown third
party and not the stated financial sponsor of the applicant;
R:- No clear link to the stated unknown third party financial
provider shown;
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for Applicant has not provided sufficient documentation to evidence
his\her stated employment;
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for:- Applicant educational and employment
profile have been considered. The proposed course of studies
is deemed to be at odds. Applicant has already undertaken
third level degree studies in his\her country of origin. He\she is
stated have been employed in what would appear to be a
administrative capacity for a considerable number of years.
His\her now proposed course of studies is deemed to be at
odds bearing in mind his previous educational and employment
background.
The proposed course of studies would appear to be widely
available
in the
applicant's
homedeemed
country.insufficient
Bearing in mind the
F:- Finances
shown
have been
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30519192

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - Business letter from the applicant
and Tax form from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30521432
30523592

Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. No letter of undertaking from applicant. No evidence
of property owned/rented in home country from applicant. No
Business name registration from applicant. No employment
letter from reference. No bank statement from reference. No
P60 from reference. No payslip from reference. No utility bill
from reference. IS:- Immigration status of the reference in
Ireland. Reference has no right of residence in the State. OB:Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social,
economic or professional ties in home country shown. OC:Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to
the applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for
the trip have been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of
your intentions to leave the State following your visit. OC:Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. R:- No
clear link to reference has been shown. R:- No confirmation of
hotel booking for duration of stay. R:- No letter of invitation
submitted with the visa application form.

30524002
30524212
30524482
30524502
30525212
30525742
30525792

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Education)
Conference / Event
Study
Performance
Visit
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient unexplained lump lodgements
• source of lump sum lodgements not sufficiently shown

30528122
30528582

Approved
Approved

Performance
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30529832

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter and payslips from
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Copy of passport from reference. P60 from
reference. Evidence of property owned/rented in home country
from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for holiday have
passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

30530532

Refused

30530582
30531482

Approved
Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Sponsor
ID:- Quality of documents - Letters from School
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Up to date bank statements - Sponsors
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Re: Sponsors
R:- No clear link to Sponsors has been shown
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he/she needs to pursue this course in the State. Course is
widely available - Visa Officer is not satisfied that the course is
warranted
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: 6 months of bank statement transactions not shown
(applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- signed undertaking (applicant), evidence of your
level of English (applicant).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied: see comments below.
SP:- Insufficient recognised level of English shown (e.g. IELTS,
TOEFL, etc).

30531822

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30532402

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgement from applicant.
Bank statements do not cover six months from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter from reference. Utility bill from
reference. Letter of undertaking from reference. Letter of
undertaking from applicant. Evidence of property owned/rented
in home country from applicant. Evidence of family ties to home
country from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30532462
30532892

Approved
Refused

Internship
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - payslips from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, No evidence of any family member is
home country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30533782

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30534042

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter from the
applicant, payslips from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no letter of undertaking from the reference in
Ireland, no utility bill from the reference, no evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from the applicant, no evidence
of any family member is home country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30535432
30536332

Approved
Refused

Internship
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete •Applicant has provided evidence of finances, stationery poor
quality, no evidence of earnings from employment
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie •Applicant has not provided evidence of family link to her
daughter, no copy of her birth certificate, daughter offered
course of study in State.
•Applicant has not provided evidence of travel medical insurance

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient - applicant has not provided evidence of her
employment, no details of when due to return to work, no
evidence of her earnings, no copy of marriage certificate to
show link to spouse in country of residence and birth certificates
for her children.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30537202

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

30537892

Refused

CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

30538082
30538492

Approved
Refused

Study
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - no evidence of
family link provided by applicant and his parents, no birth
certificate, no copy of parent's marriage certificate. Father of
applicant has not provided evidence of his official signature in
order to compare on letter of permission. Applicant's family
have not provided evidence of travel insurance. Applicant's
parents have provided evidence of finances but poor quality.

30540282
30541302
30541462

Approved
Approved
Refused

Family Reunification
Study
F:- Applicant has not provided an up-to-date bank statement,
showing what money has been paid into and out of the account
over the last six months.
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of 3 most recent payslips.
ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for proposed visit have passed.
R:- Hotel has no record of a reservation for the proposed event.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30542312

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Bank statements do not cover six months from
applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Translated documents from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Evidence of property owned/rented in country of
residence from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

30542372

Refused

F:- Applicant has not provided an up-to-date bank statement,
showing what money has been paid into and out of the account
over the last six months.
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of 3 most recent payslips.
ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for proposed visit have passed.
R:- Hotel has no record of a reservation for the proposed event.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30542762

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-training course certificate.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Evidence of self-employment from applicant e.g.
tax documents.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied-re dates of study supplied on online form.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational background is at odds with course
applied for-visa officer is not satisfied that visa applicant has
demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the course in the
State, taken into consideration employment/education details;
applicant has not shown evidence that a similar course is not
available in home country.
SP:- Relevance of English

30544302
30544782

Approved
Refused

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Low
balance.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Bank statement does not cover 6 months and is
not translated. Unexplained large lodgement.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No reference in Ireland
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

30545422

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30546102

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Host's upto-date bank statement: If they are employed, 3 most recent
payslips, most recent P60 (tax document), letter from their
employer confirming they're employed
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - proof that host lives
at address: original utility bill from within the last 6 months
(Electricity, Gas, Water, Fixed line telephone, TV or broadband)
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The applicant
may work illegally in the State
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30546382
30546892
30547932

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-unexplained lump sum lodgements from reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter from sponsor.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Valid Residence card for duration of course. Details
from college stating the amount of fees that have been paid.
Evidence of private medical insurance from applicant. Academic
transcripts from college.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for-prior
to 2016.
SP:- Insufficient recognised level of English shown (e.g. IELTS,
TOEFL, etc).

30550132

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30551252

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - no address for bank or reference on bank
statement - reference in Ireland.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - sponsor.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No payslips sponsor.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference in Ireland has been shown
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown

30551962

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30552862
30553282
30553852
30553932
30556652
30557192

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Conference / Event
Study
Study
Conference / Event
Study
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment Letter
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Re: Course
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he/she needs to pursue this course in the State. Couse is
widely available - Visa Officer is not satisfied that course is
warranted

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30557752

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient (sponsor).
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - no bank statement submitted (applicant), large
unexplained deposits on bank statement (sponsor).
ID:- Course is not listed on ILEP (Please see our website
www.inis.gov.ie).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- birth certificate / family registration certificate
(sponsor).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied: - see comments below.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

30557962

Refused

F:- Finances – Neither sponsor has not provided an up-to-date
bank statement, showing what money has been paid into and
out of the account over the last six months.
F:- Finances – Applicant’s bank statement contains unexplained
large deposits.
ID:- No college letter with full details of the applicant’s current
course has been submitted with the application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to second sponsor (uncle) has been shown.

30558112
30558722
30559002
30562372
30563322

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Study
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application: No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant. No employment letter from reference.
No personal bank statement from reference. No P60 from
reference. R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for
event have passed. R:- No clear link to reference has been
shown.

30563592
30563712
30564472
30565712
30566762

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Visit (Family / Friend)
Conference / Event
Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30568382

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement from sponsor does not cover 6
months.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Letter of undertaking unsigned
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No payslips.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

30568962
30569502
30569602
30570512
30572002
30572342
30572352
30573562
30573672
30574362
30574952

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Atypical worker
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Study
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: large unexplained deposits on bank statement
(applicant), no bank statement submitted showing previous 6
months of transactions (sponsors).
ID:- Documents provided not translated: family registration /
birth certificate document (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- evidence accounting for any gaps in your
educational history (applicant), evidence of private medical
insurance (applicant), evidence of employment / self
employment (sponsors).
R:- No clear link to sponsors has been shown.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.
VR:- Previous visa refusal reasons letters not submitted.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30575552

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-bank statements do not cover six months and large
lodgements must be explained from sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter from sponsor. Three recent
payslips from sponsor. Statement of purpose from applicant.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; applicant has not shown
evidence that a similar course is not available in home country.
Visa Officer is not satisfied course is warranted.

30576732

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant should refer to the financial guidance i.e.
the minimum documentary requirements as set out on the
website of the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service
(www.inis.gov.ie) - Issues arising in this regard to include but not
limited refer to bank statements of both the applicant and
applicant's financial sponsor. Bank cover letters detailing
amongst other details date of account opening and bank
balance not provided. Unexplained large lump sum lodgements
in applicant's financial sponsor accounts. Source of monies
stated to be available in applicant's bank account not
established. Visa officer is not satisfied that applicant's financial
sponsor has demonstrated the capacity to make good on
financial undertakings provided bearing in mind other financial
commitments\obligations he\she may have.
ID:- Quality of documents - Applicant's bank statement deemed
to be of poor quality. Applicants employment documentation
deemed to be of poor quality;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- applicant has not provided sufficient documentation
to evidence his her stated employment over the years. Applicant
has not provided sufficient documentary evidence to establish
that his\her financial sponsor has provided the monies for
educational fees and Edustep bond. Applicant has not provided
sufficient details with regard to proposed accommodations i.e.
cost and stated deposit payment. Applicant and financial
sponsor have not provided any documentation or detail in
respect of immediate family members resident in their home
country.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for - this

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30576832

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete:- Applicant should refer to study visa financial
guidance i.e. the minimum documentary and detail
requirements as set out on the website of the Irish Naturalisation
and Immigration Service (www.inis.gov.ie) - Issues arising in this
regard to include but not limited refer to bank statements of both
the applicant and applicant's financial sponsor(s). Unexplained
large lump sum lodgements in applicant's account noted.
Similar issue arises in applicant's financial sponsor(s) accounts.
Source of multiple monies stated to be available in all bank
accounts not established. Financial balance deemed to be
regularly low in the primary financial sponsor's bank account.
Visa officer is not satisfied that applicant's financial sponsor(s)
have demonstrated the capacity to make good on financial
undertakings provided bearing in mind other financial
commitments\obligations he\she has.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Partial fees only are stated to have been paid. No
evidence of full fee payment provided. Insufficient
documentation provided to evidence stated partial fee payment
e.g. no EFT submitted. Insufficient documentation provided to
evidence applicant's sponsor's stated self employment.
Insufficient documentation provided to evidence applicant's
stated employment.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - What would appear to be a financial inconsistency is
evident one of the bank statements provided by one of the
applicant's financial sponsors.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for - On
the basis that the applicant's stated employments have not been

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30577532

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient and
incomplete: - This issue refers to both the applicant and the
applicant's stated financial\sponsor. Person's concerned should
refer to financial guidelines and requirements as set out on the
study visa section of the website of the Irish naturalisation and
Immigration Service (www.inis.gov.ie).
ID:- Quality of documents, specifically, birth certificate of stated
financial\sponsor deemed to be of poor quality, noted to be
handwritten, no issuing authority stamps evident.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Insufficient documentation provided to evidence the
applicant's stated employment and crucially the duration of the
stated employment. Stated financial sponsor's birth certificate
deemed to be of poor quality. Evidence of applicant's having
sufficient English proficiency not provided. Insufficient
documentation\evidence provided to establish that
accommodation undertakings, from a stated extended family
member, can in fact be delivered upon. That the applicant has
the academic ability to engage in and successfully complete the
proposed course of studies has not been demonstrated.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Inconsistencies noted in submissions made by the
applicant with regard to proposed course of studies and reasons
for undertaking the proposed course of studies in this State.

30579422

Approved

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown -Given the issue
surrounding the poor quality of family registration documentation
provided, a clear family link between the applicant and his\her
stated financial sponsor is not deemed to have been
established.
Atypical worker

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30580652

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - sponsor in
Pakistan.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - reference in
Ireland.
ID:- Quality of documents - Letter from college - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
sponsor's business/employment e.g. FBR cert etc. - sponsor in
Pakistan
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Name on passport - surname of applicant is spelt
differently on each passport.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30582172

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
reference
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Bank statements do not cover six months from
applicant and from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-Bank statements from applicant.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:-Evidence of business address from applicant. Utility
bill from reference. P60 from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30582902

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for sponsor.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for
reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No evidence of accommodation shown in country of residence
by applicant.
• Quality of employment letter from sponsor (daughter).
• No current tax assessment provided by reference in support of
business.
• No utility bill provided by reference to confirm address.
• No lease agreement provided by reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30583592
30583752
30584792
30584892

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:-Recent employment letter from reference. P60 from
reference. Valid GNIB card from reference. Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from applicant. School letter outlining enrolment
and holiday permission for child.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30584942

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Recent employment letter from reference. P60
from reference. Valid GNIB card from reference. Evidence of
property owned/rented in home country from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from applicant. School letter outlining enrolment
and holiday permission for child.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30585292
30588032

Refused
Refused

ID:- As per parents refusal reasons.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for applicant, re: unexplained large lodgements.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
• Six months bank statements not provided by applicant.
• No evidence of employment/self-employment or source of
income provided by applicant.
• No utility bills provided as proof of address from reference.
• No copy of passport provided by reference.
• No declaration of whom will finance proposed trip and
accommodation bookings.
• No accommodation bookings provided for proposed sightseeing.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30591092

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - 6 months required. ID:- Quality of documents – the
employment letter. INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in
the information supplied from applicant. ID – Insufficient or
incomplete documentation submitted by the applicant/host in
support of the application. No payslip from applicant. No letter of
undertaking from applicant. No application letter from applicant.
No payslips from applicant. No evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. OB:- Obligations
to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. OC:Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. OC:Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to
the applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for
the trip have been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of
your intentions to leave the State following your visit. R:- No
confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay. R:- Date for
intended visit have passed.

30591692
30591972

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Detailed six month bank statement from applicant
not provided. Detailed six month bank statement from
reference\financial sponsor not provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- To evidence applicant's stated employment, to
detail other family members of the applicant, to detail other
family members of the reference\financial sponsor, to detail
financial obligations to other family members i.e. his\her spouse,
children's educational needs etc, to evidence that full fee
payment has been made in respect of the proposed course of
studies.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown - Photographs
and a hand drawn family tree are not deemed to be sufficient
evidence of a family link for immigration purposes. Country of
origin birth registration certificates and family registration
certificates for all persons concerned would be required in order
to evidence the stated familial link.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for Applicant's stated employment not sufficiently evidenced.
Applicant states gap in educational\employment profile however
only the time frame of gap was identified. No other detail
provided.

30592062
30592252
30594662
30597202
30598282

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Business
Join Spouse

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30598312

Refused

IH:- Immigration history of applicant
• You failed to declare on your online application form that you
were required to leave another country. As you have provided
false information, you are not permitted to make further visa
applications for a period of TWO YEARS.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
• You stated in your online application that you were never
required to leave another country; however, information
available to this office shows you were previously required to
leave another country in 2014.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• Lump sum lodgements to your bank account not fully
explained. Source of the funds not explained.
• Not satisfied applicant has sufficient funds available to cover
the cost of his visit.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• You state that your father will assist with the cost of your visit;
however, evidence of his earnings and three recent payslips not
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient

30599772
30601682
30603642
30603862
30605272
30607742

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

30607972
30608012
30608032
30608222

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
Exam
Visit (Education)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
Study
Study (Phd)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30608392

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30608422
30609232
30611412
30613052

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Business
Visit
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete, re: unexplained lump sum lodgement.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• Six months detailed personal bank statements not provided by
reference.
• No details of family members residing in country of residence.
• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30616912

Approved

Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30617902

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for applicant.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for sponsor
(fiancé).
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for
reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• Six months bank statements not provided by applicant.
• Six months bank statements not provided by reference.
• Quality of bank certificate from applicant.
• Quality of employment letter from applicant.
• No payslips provided by applicant.
• No link to sponsor (fiancé) shown by applicant.
• No accommodation shown in country of permanent residence.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied, re: family card.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30618162

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: only 3 months of bank statement transactions
shown (applicant), large unexplained deposit on bank statement
(sponsor).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- signed undertaking.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Insufficient recognised level of English shown (e.g. IELTS,
TOEFL, etc).

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30619342

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - bank statement from
the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from he applicant, no utility bill from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

30619462

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from the
applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the
sponsor/guarantor.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of any family member in home country
from the applicant, no evidence of property owned/rented in
home country from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to sponsor/guarantor has been shown.

30619472

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no utility bill from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30620682

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - business letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country and no evidence of business premises, no previous visa
refusal reasons,
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30621052
30621402
30621612
30621952
30622162

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit
Visit
Visit
Visit
ID:- Quality of Documents - Employment Letter submitted by
Applicant, Payslips submitted by Reference
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Utility Bill not submitted by Reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates have passed
R:- No clear link to Reference has been shown

30622182
30622372
30622562
30622772

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit
Visit
Visit
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by the applicant.
ID:- Applicant has not provided an employment letter.
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of 3 most recent payslips.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.

30623452
30624092
30624132

Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Conference / Event
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30624672
30626272

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances – Applicant’s sponsor has not provided an up-todate bank statement, showing what money has been paid into
and out of their account over the last six months.
ID:- No explanation as to the source of the funds in the
sponsor’s Term Savings Account has been provided.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30627432

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Unexplained lump sum lodgements in applicant's
bank account statement.
ID:- Quality of documents: - Bank documentation deemed to be
of poor quality;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No undertaking provided by applicant. Birth
certificates for stated family members in home country not
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient - Applicant has not demonstrated that he\she
has sufficient social, economic, professional and\or family ties in
the country of origin that would, on balance, satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return there is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30631092

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
• Six months recent bank statements not provided by applicant.
• No utility bills provided as proof of address from reference.
• No copy of passport provided by reference.
• No declaration of whom will finance proposed trip and
accommodation bookings.
• No accommodation bookings provided for proposed sightseeing.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30633082
30633412
30633822

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Conference / Event
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Unexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference
ID:- Quality of documents-Payslip from reference.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter from reference. Three recent
payslips from reference. P60 from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for holiday have
passed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30634052
30634092

Approved
Approved

Tournament B/O
Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30634902

Refused

ID:- Applicant has not provided any evidence of previous
participation in similar events.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30634932
30635132

Approved
Refused

Interview
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - Applicant did not provide a detailed transactional
bank statement covering a minimum six month period prior to
the visa application date of submission. The aforementioned is
a minimum documentary requirement in support of any visa
application, irrespective of visa type or purpose. Applicant states
that monies were accrued over the years from employments. No
evidences have been provided to support submission made.
Where lump sum lodgements are evident in the bank account of
an applicant or a sponsor providing financial undertakings, the
source of any such lodgements must be evidenced and
accounted for. The applicant has not provided sufficient
documentary evidence to establish that he\she provided the
educational fee amounts stated to have been paid to the
proposed educational provider, i.e. source account where stated
monies were paid from.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Applicant is stated to be married to an EU citizen
and is stated to reside in the family home of his\her spouse, in
the EU Member State. No documentary evidence(s) have been
provided to support this stated circumstance. Further, no
documentary evidences have been provided to establish that the
applicant is legally resident for immigration purposes in the EU
Member State of his\her stated spouse.

30635792

Approved

IH:- Immigration history of applicant:- Applicant makes mention
of a stated previous visit to this State. Applicant is a visa
required national. Applicant would not appear of have been in
possession of the requisite visa at the time when he\she
discloses that he\she entered the State. Further details in this
regard are required from the applicant.
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30635962

Refused

CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

30636902
30637892
30638182
30639022
30639192
30639322
30639342
30639352

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
Tournament B/O
Study
Study
Study
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Bank statements from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Previous passport from applicant. Evidence of
family ties to country of residence from applicant. Evidence of
property owned/rented in country of residence from applicant.
Employment letter from applicant. Valid residence card from
applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for holiday have
passed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

30640052
30640312
30640412
30640632

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Tournament B/O
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Employment

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30640812

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Source of stated credit lodgements to applicant's
sponsor's bank account not clarified. Insufficient evidence
provided to demonstrate that fees payable to educational
provided were paid for by the applicant's sponsor.
ID:- Quality of documents - Stated bank account documentation
of applicant's sponsor deemed to be of poor quality. Insufficient
branch contact details provided to facilitate verification checks of
stated particulars. Stated employment documentation of
applicant's sponsor deemed to be of poor quality. Insufficient
contact details provided to facilitate verification checks of stated
particulars.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Insufficient documentation provided to support
stated employment of applicant's sponsor. No documentation
provided to evidence stated salary, salary payment or
qualifications for his\her stated employment role.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Multiple issues noted in this regard. Specifically,
applicant's stated educational studies i.e. graduated or enrolled.
Stated bank balance in applicant's sponsor stated bank account
provides for inconsistent detail. Further, birth certificate
document provided in respect of applicant contains clear
inconsistencies. This application is linked to visa application:
30640832. Notwithstanding the stated link as disclosed by the
applicants, i.e. friends, there is remarkable similarities and
patterns noted across multiple documentation in both
applications. Further, the applicant is proposing to undertake a
six month course of English studies in this State, yet he\she is
seeking a 'multiple' entry visa. This is deemed to be further
inconsistent.
SP:- English Relevance - The applicant has not shown any
compelling reasons as to why he/she needs to pursue this

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30640832

Refused

30641242
30643202

Approved
Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Source of stated credit lodgements to applicant's
sponsor's bank account not clarified. Unclear which
transactions are 'credits' and which transaction are 'debits'.
Insufficient evidence provided to demonstrate that fees payable
to educational provided were paid for by the applicant's sponsor.
Bank balance as at end date would appear to be in the
negative. Having considered the full economic particulars of the
applicant's sponsor in the round, it has not been established that
the sponsor has the financial capacity to make good on financial
undertakings provided.
ID:- Quality of documents - Stated bank account documentation
of applicant's sponsor deemed to be of poor quality. Financial
statements provided are deemed to be of extremely poor
quality. Which transactions are 'credits' and which transaction
are 'debits' is unclear. It has proved to be difficult, if not
impossible, to establish with any degree of certainty the true
financial position of the reference\sponsor. What would appear
to be clear however is that the applicant's\sponsor's bank
balance is in the negative. Insufficient branch contact details
provided to facilitate verification checks of stated financial
particulars. Stated employment documentation of applicant's
sponsor deemed to be of poor quality. Insufficient contact
details provided to facilitate verification checks of stated
particulars.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Insufficient documentation provided to support
stated employment of applicant's sponsor. No documentation
provided to evidence stated salary and salary payment for
his\her stated employment.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Specifically, applicant's stated educational studies i.e.
graduated
or /enrolled.
Visit
(Family
Friend) This application is noted to be linked to
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Proposed dates of travel have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30645982

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - No evidence provided to demonstrate the
applicant's economic circumstances in his\her country of origin.
It is noted that the reference\sponsor has undertaken to provide
for all costs\expenses associated with proposed 'visit' however
for 'visit' visa immigration purposes, the applicant must be in a
position to demonstrate a sufficiently strong economic tie to
his\her country of origin in his\her own right. In the absence of a
bank statement, in respect of the applicant, an assessment of
the applicant's financial position and his\her consequent
economic tie to his\her home country could not be undertaken.
Sufficient documentation in support of stated business and
associated income not provided.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Bank statement
in respect of applicant not provided.
ID:- Quality of documents - Family registration documentation
deemed to be of poor quality, specifically, a number of such
documents submitted for consideration were barely legible;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- To attest to stated business and duration of
business operations and incomes. To attest to stated family
members of applicant who are stated to reside in the applicant's
country of origin. Noted that the applicant's sponsor has acted
as a reference\sponsor in the past for a number of other
persons. No evidence provided to demonstrate that those
persons observed the conditions of their 'visit' visas granted.

30646432
30647352
30647572

Approved
Approved
Approved

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social,
Study economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30647602

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months and is not
up to date - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No documentation
re previous visa refusal - applicant. No payslips - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No up to date utility
bill - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30648152
30651432
30651462

Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents - Business letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country and no evidence of business premises from the
applicant, no previous refusal reasons from the applicant,
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Previous visa.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30651582
30651662
30651732

Approved
Approved
Approved

Join Ship
Join Ship
Tournament B/O

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30651952
30651982
30652072
30652182
30652272
30652342
30652382
30652412
30652632
30652872
30653232
30653442
30653552

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Join Ship
Tournament B/O
Join Ship
Join Ship
Join Ship
Join Ship
Tournament B/O
Join Ship
Tournament B/O
Tournament B/O
Tournament B/O
Tournament B/O
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant should refer to the financial guidance a
minimum documentary requirements set out on the website of
the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service
(www.inis.gov.ie) - Issues arising in this regard to include but not
limited to bank statement, 6 month transactional duration prior
to visa application submission not provided. Bank cover letter
detailing amongst other details date of account opening.
Unexplained large lump sum lodgements.
ID:- Quality of documents - States employment documentation
deemed to be of poor quality i.e. contact details and
inconsistency noted. Asset sale document vehicle deemed to be
of poor quality.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Stated employment not sufficiently evidenced.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Employment letter provides for inconsistency when
considered in tandem with other documentation\information
available\provided.
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he/she needs to pursue this course in the State. Course is
widely available in applicant's country of origin. This is deemed
to be a relevant consideration particularly so bearing in mind the
applicant's economic circumstances, the costs involved in
undertaking the proposed course of studies in this State and the
duration of time since the applicant last engaged in associated
educational pursuits. Having considered the full circumstances
of this visa application in the round, reasonable concerns arise
that study may not be the primary purpose of the visa sought.

30654072
30654982

Approved
Approved

Visit
Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30655022

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30655282

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant's bank statement does not cover the
required six month duration prior to visa application submission.
Unexplained lump sum lodgements evident. Source of credit
lodgement not clarified.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Applicant has not provided sufficient documentation
or detail in respect of his\her financial and economic position.
Applicant has not provided sufficient documentation to evidence
his\her stated employment. Applicant is noted to have been
previously granted permission to remain in the State based on
particular circumstances. The applicant has not provided
sufficient documentation or detail with regard to his\her previous
immigration history in the State. Applicant has not provided for
consideration a letter of undertaking, specifically with regard to
his intention to fully observe conditions of a 'visit' visa in
circumstances where one was to be granted. Applicant has not
provided a detailed cover letter in support of the stated purpose
of the visa sought i.e. tourism.

30655502
30655512
30655522

Approved
Approved
Approved

OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
The applicant has not provided any details, documentation or
other that would satisfy the visa officer that he\she has sufficient
or indeed any ties to his her country of origin that would on
balance necessitate his\her return to the home country following
the proposed visit. Whilst the applicant has stated that he\she is
employed, the stated employment and particulars of same have
not been deemed established, due to insufficient documentary
evidences having been provided. In any event, even in
circumstances where the stated employment was to be
sufficiently established, the visa officer is not satisfied, that such
Interview
Visit
Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30655582

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

30656072
30656382
30656782
30656802
30656852
30656962
30657072
30657222
30657272
30657342
30657382
30657702
30657892
30658182

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit
Visit (Education)
Visit (Education)
Visit
Tournament B/O
Visit (Education)
Tournament B/O
Visit
Visit (Education)
Tournament B/O
Visit
Visit
Tournament B/O
ID – Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application –
• parent’s visa refused
• no consent to travel

30658212
30658362
30658642
30659792
30662602
30663422

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Conference / Event
Study
Visit
Visit
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30664572

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
• Six months recent bank statements not provided by applicant.
• No utility bills provided as proof of address from reference.
• No copy of passport provided by reference.
• No declaration of whom will finance proposed trip and
accommodation bookings.
• No accommodation bookings provided for proposed sightseeing.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30665012
30665022

Approved
Refused

Conference / Event
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking on behalf of applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
• No copy of passport provided by reference.
• No school letter provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30665652

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking on behalf of applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
• No copy of passport provided by reference.
• No school letter provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30665952
30666372
30668542
30668772

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Family Reunification

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30669492

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - Marriage Certificate, inconsistency
noted in details provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of applicant's stated salary from
stated employment noted in bank account statement provided.
Insufficient documentation\evidence provided to clearly establish
that stated immediate family member's of applicant reside in the
stated country of current residence.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Marriage Certificate, inconsistency noted in details
provided. Applicant's stated residency address on
documentation differs that provided on AVATS on-line
application form.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown -Applicant and
reference\contact host are stated to be known to each other as
friends. However, no documentary evidence or corroboratory
details have been provided to clearly establish the stated
circumstance.
All documentation and submissions made have been
considered. The visa officer is not satisfied to grant the visa
sought. Having considered the full circumstances of this visa
application in the round and on the basis of the particulars as
presented, reasonable concerns arise that the stated purpose of
the visit may not be the true purpose of the visa sought.

30672042

Refused

30672092
30672802
30674122
30674222
30674632

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

30674792
30675352
30675692

Approved
Approved
Approved

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
- 6 month bank statement from bank not provided.
Researcher Scientific
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Education)
Tournament B/O
CP:- Course does not meet Student Visa requirements
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - six months
bank statements
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to
why he/she needs to pursue this course in the State. Course is
widely available - Visa Officer is not satisfied that course is
warranted.
Tournament B/O
Tournament B/O
Tournament B/O

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30675702

Refused

30675952
30676582
30676842
30677582
30677712
30679002
30680152

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

30681272

Refused

30681762
30682192
30682512
30682622
30683212
30683412
30684262
30684532
30684612

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No application letter from applicant. No letter of
undertaking from applicant and reference. No P60 from
reference. OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not
been deemed sufficient. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa
- the visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration:- the
applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions
would be observed.
Tournament B/O
Employment
Study
Study
Visit (Tourist)
Study
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of 3 most recent payslips.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied – Information provided in on-line application and
supporting letters re travelling companions.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
Valid residency permit not submitted - expired 17/05/2017.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Relevance of English.
Visit
Visit
Visit
Visit
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Tourist)
Study (Phd)
Visit
Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30684622

Refused

ID:- Applicant has not explained the requirement for a 3 month
stay for a single day exam.
ID:- Applicant has not provided evidence that his name has
been entered on the Candidate Register of the Nursing and
Midwifery Board of Ireland.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

30684972
30685492

Approved
Refused

Study
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No letter of undertaking from applicant. No
evidence of family members in applicant home country.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. R:- No
clear link to reference has been shown from applicant.

30686312
30686452
30687262
30688172
30688552
30688892
30689072
30689212
30689282
30689392
30689412
30689452
30689802
30689862
30689892
30691072
30691582

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Study
Visit (Education)
Study
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Tourist)
Study
Visit (Tourist)
Study
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Tourist)
Study
Conference / Event
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30691822

Refused

ID – Insufficient documentation:
• Quality of documents – booking certificate.
• Full copy of passport not provided.
F – Finances:
• Evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete –
unexplained large lodgements.
INCO – Inconsistencies:
• Applicant states (in letter of undertaking) she wants to travel to
Northern Ireland – valid UK visa not provided.
• Accommodation for visit – applicant has booked 14 nights in
Dublin hotel yet states she is travelling to Kerry and Northern
Ireland.
OB – Obligation to return to home country not shown:
• Obligations shown have not been deemed sufficient – no
property or family members in home country.
OC – Observe the conditions of the visa:
• The visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration and the
applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions
would be observed.
• The applicant may branch into the common travel area –
applicant states in letter of undertaking she wants to go to
Northern Ireland.

30692062
30692842

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant. No employment letter from applicant. No
payslips from applicant. No letter of undertaking from applicant.
No evidence of family member in applicant home country. OB:Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social,
economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. R:- No
clear link to reference has been shown from applicant.

30693292
30694552

Approved
Approved

Employment
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30695542

Refused

30696132
30699222
30700192
30702622
30702642
30703572
30704392
30704582
30705372
30705782
30706432

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Issue relates to the financial position of the
reference\sponsor. Unexplained transactions evident in current
account. Funds available in current account deemed insufficient
bearing in mind the costs in financing the applicant's proposed
visit and other financial obligations\commitments the
reference\sponsor may have.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no documentary evidences provided to support
stated social engagements the applicant has had with the
reference\sponsor and his\her family members.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient - The only submissions made in support of
the applicant's ties to his\her home country in that her stated
parents and other family members reside there. The stated
circumstance has been considered, however, said circumstance
has not been deemed to amount to a sufficient obligation\tie to
his\her country of origin;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to leave the
State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown - whilst the stated
extended familial relationship link has been established, no
documentary evidences have been provided in support of stated
social engagements the applicant has had with the
reference\sponsor
and his\her family members.
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Conference / Event
Internship
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30706762

Refused

F:- Finances
ID:- Visa Officer is not happy with the quality of the ‘No
Objection Certificate’ submitted with this application
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of her children's birth
certificates
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30707402
30707852
30708102
30708222
30709092

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Education)
Study
Business
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• Source of large lodgements to reference in Ireland’s bank
account not fully explained.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
• Six month detailed bank statement for applicant not submitted
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Six month detailed bank statement for applicant not submitted
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
• Dates of travel- it is stated on the online application form that
you intend to travel in June 2018; however, documentation
submitted with the application states you intend to travel in
September 2017.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30709432

Approved

Training

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30709752

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• Source of large lodgements to reference in Ireland’s bank
account not fully explained.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
• No evidence of finances shown- six month detailed bank
statement not submitted (applicant)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Six month detailed bank statement for applicant not submitted
• Letter of undertaking not submitted (applicant)
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
• Dates of travel- it is stated on the online application form that
you intend to travel in June 2018; however, documentation
submitted with the application states you intend to travel in
September 2017.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30710072

Approved

Religious

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30710722

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No utility bill reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - No copy of GNIB card:- No copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30712362
30712572
30712662

Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Visit (Tourist)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application: No marriage certificate. No child birth certificate.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied concerning dependent children. OB:- Obligations to
return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. OC:Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30713332

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No utility bill reference.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - No copy of GNIB card:- No copy of
passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30713342
30713762

Approved
Refused

Exam
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - pages missing and statement is not up to date reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant, bank
statement not in applicant's name and no evidence of link to
account holder provided.
ID:- Letter of undertaking unsigned - applicant.
ID:- Letter of undertaking unsigned - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter from college - applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30713872

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

30714362
30714372

Approved
Refused

Business
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for sponsor.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No clear link to sponsor (daughter) who is financing proposed
trip.
• No evidence of accommodation in country of residence shown
by applicant.
• No recent employment letter provided by reference.
• No recent utility bill provided by reference.
• Six months bank statements and bank certificate not provided
by sponsor.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30715262

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of any family member in home country
from the applicant, no utility bill from the reference, no tax
assessment forms from the reference, no business registration
from the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30715472

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant and from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of any family member is home country
from the applicant, no utility bill from the reference, no business
registration from the reference, no tax assessment forms from
the reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30716462

Refused

30716862

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant;
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown in respect of
applicant e.g. no bank statement provided. it is noted and it has
been considered that the reference\sponsor has undertaken to
provide for all costs\expenses associated with the proposed
visit. However, for visa purposes, the applicant must be in a
position to demonstrate a sufficiently strong economic tie to
his\her country of origin in his\her own right.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
origin that would, when considered in the round, satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return to the country of origin following the
proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. Having
considered the full circumstances of this visa application, in the
round, reasonable concerns arise that the applicant may not
observe the conditions of a visit visa in circumstance where one
was to be granted. A consequent reasonable concern arises
that the applicant, where granted entry to the State, may seek to
change\vary his\her permission to remain. The onus rests with
the applicant to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the visa
officer that their particular case warrants the granting of the visa
sought. The applicant has not demonstrated, in this instance,
that he\she meets the required thresholds\criterion to satisfy the
visa office in this regard. Each visa application is considered
and decided upon, on the basis of the applicant's particular
circumstances
at the time
of application
consideration.
F:- Finances:- evidence
provided
is deemed
insufficientThe
or onus
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - no dates for visit
and no return to work date.
ID:- Quality of documents - travel insurance is out of date.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30718252

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30719532

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements.
ID:- Quality of documents - business letter.
ID:- Quality of documents - recommendation letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No documentation
re previous visa refusal. No copy of previous passport. No
payslips.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - NTN number differs on tax returns.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

30722422
30724642
30725402
30726062
30726082

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Join Spouse
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Business
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30726682

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
applicant.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Previous visa refusal letter from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from applicant. Evidence of family ties to home
country from applicant. Evidence of property owned/rented in
home country from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30728082
30730092
30730482

Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Conference / Event
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30730782

Refused

30731882
30731932

Approved
Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - A stated
financial loan facility is not deemed to be sufficient evidence of
finances for immigration purposes in support of a long term
study visa application.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: -Applicant should refer to financial guidance and
minimum documentary requirements in support of a study visa
application, available on the website of the Irish Naturalisation
and Immigration Service (www.inis.gov.ie). Visa officer is not
satisfied that the applicant's financial sponsor has demonstrated
that he\she has sufficient financial capacity to make good on
undertakings provided, particularly so bearing in mind other
financial obligations and commitments he\she may have.
ID:- Quality of documents - Applicant's employment
documentation deemed to be of poor quality. Applicant's
sponsor's business documentation deemed to be of poor
quality, particularly so given inconsistencies noted.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- In support of applicant's stated employment. In
support of applicant's sponsor's stated business and stated
incomes.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Sponsor's business documentation.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for Applicant has not sufficiently evidenced his\her stated
employment. As a result, gaps are deemed to exist in
applicant's employment profile.
SP:- Applicant has not provided sufficient\credible explanation
as to why he/she needs to pursue this course of study in this
State. Course is widely available in the applicant's country of
origin. Applicant has not demonstrated that he\she has the
academic ability to successfully undertake the proposed courses
of
studies. Proposed course of studies in deemed to be at odds
Study
ID:- Poor quality of documents - Employment documentation.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30732002

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete. Applicant did not provide sufficient
documentation\detail to establish that he\she has an economic
tie or source of income in country of current residence or the
particulars of same. Lump sum lodgement(s) noted in bank
account statement provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Multiple documents not translated i.e. not
accompanied by a notarised English translation.
OB:- Obligations to return to country of current residence have
not been deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated
sufficient social, economic, professional and\or family ties in
country of origin that would, when considered in the round,
satisfy the visa officer that his\her return to the country of origin
following the proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link between the applicant and the named contact
in this State has been shown;
R:- Proposed travel and accommodation dates have passed.

30732922

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no evidence of any family member in
home country from the applicant, no payslips with the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.
SCSTP:- It is not the general policy to allow spouse or children
visas to accompany or join spouse or parent on short-term
business/training trips.

30732932

Approved

Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30733672

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country, no evidence of family member in home country, no
payslips from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
SCSTP:- It is not the general policy to allow spouse or children
visas to accompany or join spouse or parent on short-term
business/training trips

30734442

Refused

ID:- Applicant has not provided a copy of the letter he received
from the United Kingdom authorities when they refused his visa
application.
ID:- Visa Officer is not satisfied with the quality of the applicant’s
employment letter.
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of his 3 most recent
payslips.
ID:- Authenticity of documents: See comments below.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30738542
30741072
30741942
30743122

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Employment
Study
Study
ID:- Documents provided not translated - bank statements
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30743282

Refused

ID:- Documents provided not translated - bank statements
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30746922

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference/host
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - niece.
ID:- Quality of documents - business documents - applicant.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - birth registration
certificate.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - no documentation
re previous visa refusal - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - reference/host. No utility bill - reference/host. No
evidence of reference's/host's business employment provided.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of
passport of reference/host
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of
this has not been provided - Copy of GNIB card - niece.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference/host has been shown
R:- No clear link to niece has been shown

30747202

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30747342

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course
have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30748442
30748722
30748832
30749022

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Training
Business
Business
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
P: - Passport expires within 12 months of arrival in the State

30749372
30749462

Approved
Approved

Study
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30750792

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient: - Stated
sponsor has not provided sufficient financial documentation that
would satisfy the visa officer that he\she has the financial
capacity to make good on financial undertakings provided.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete:- Stated financial sponsor provided a business
account statement. This is not deemed sufficient for
immigration purposes in support of a study visa application.
Whilst educational fee payment for the proposed course of
studies has been made, it has not been clearly established that
it was the applicant or his\her stated financial sponsor who paid
the fees.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Applicant has
not provided any bank account statements in his\her own right.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment documentation is
deemed to be of poor quality. Applicant has not provided
sufficient documentation to evidence the stated employments.
Applicant's name on birth certificate does not match that
provided on his\her passport.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown: - Applicant has
not provided sufficient documentation to evidence the stated
familial link between himself\herself and the reference financial
sponsor.

30753982
30754832
30755022

Approved
Approved
Refused

SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for:-Applicant's proposed course of studies
would appear to be fundamentally at odds with his\her stated
educational and employment profile. All submissions made by
the
applicant have been considered. Applicant has not
Diplomat
Diplomat
CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30755922

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-unexplained lump sum lodgements from sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-employment letter from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Evidence of business e.g. tax documents from
sponsor. Statement of purpose from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from applicant.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for-after
2015.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; applicant has not shown
evidence that a similar course is not available in home country.
Visa Officer is not satisfied course is warranted.

30756362
30756562
30756642
30756702
30756772
30759942
30760632
30760872
30761042

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Tourist)
Tournament B/O
Study
Business
Business

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30761432

Refused

30761882
30763712
30764072
30764242
30764992

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant should refer to the study visa financial
guidance as set out on the website of the Irish Naturalisation
and Immigration Service (www.inis.gov.ie). Amongst other
issues, multiple unexplained lump sum lodgements have been
noted. Source of said lodgements were not explained or
documented. Insufficient documentation provided in respect of
educational fee payment and edu-bond payment. Poor quality
financial documentation provided. Applicant's financial sponsor
has not provided sufficient documentary evidence to satisfy the
visa office that he\she has sufficient financial capacity to make
good on financial undertakings provided outside of other
financial obligations he\she may have.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- in support of applicant's financial sponsor's stated
employment and circumstances. Insufficient documentary
evidence in respect of other family members of the applicant
and the applicant's financial sponsor.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for - Given the applicant's statement of
purpose in respect of proposed studies and future employment
envisaged, it is deemed reasonable to expect that the applicant
would have demonstrated at least a foundation level educational
background in his\her proposed field of studies, prior to
undertaking the now proposed course of studies in this State.
Visa Officer is further not satisfied that the applicant has
demonstrated that he\she has the academic ability to
successfully undertake and complete further studies in his\her
chosen field. The aforementioned concern arises as a result
applicant's academic profile to date. Proposed course of
studies is deemed to be further at odds bearing in mind the
costs involved when considered in tandem with the applicant's
financial
sponsor's
Tournament
B/O demonstrated means. Reasonable concerns
Tournament B/O
Tournament B/O
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30765232

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking - reference.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No utility bill reference. No letter from college - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30765502
30767502

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - No bank statement from sponsor provided showing
6 months transaction history to date.
ID:- Course not ILEP - See website for further details
www.inis.gov.ie
ID:- Poor quality of documents - Employment documentation.

30767612
30767652
30767782
30769472

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Tourist)
Visit
Business
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources
R:- No current confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
as proposed dates have passed

30770612
30770672

Approved
Approved

Visit (Education)
Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30770772
30771442
30772832

Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Employment
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Unexplained lump sum lodgements, source of
same not clarified or evidenced.
ID:- Quality of documents - Stated employment and financial
documentation deemed to be of poor quality;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Insufficient documentation provided to evidence
stated employment. As above, stated employment
documentation deemed to be of poor quality and inconsistent.
Also, insufficient documentation submitted in support of
applicant's stated family members.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied. Refers to stated employment and proposed visit
itinerary;

30772922

Refused

30773292
30773372
30773412
30773812
30774622

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

OB:- Obligations to return to country of current residence have
not been deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated
sufficient social, economic, professional and\or family ties in
country of current residence that would, when considered in the
round, satisfy the visa officer that his\her return to that country
following the proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of the applicant's intentions to leave the
State following the proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific
purpose
and duration:the
has not satisfied
F:- Finances:evidence
provided
is applicant
deemed insufficient
or
incomplete from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No application letter from applicant. No letter of
undertaking from applicant and reference.OB:- Obligations to
return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or
professional ties in home country shown. OC:- Observe the
conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose
and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed. INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g.
contradictions in the information supplied from reference.
Visit (Family / Friend)
Employment
Study
Employment
Join Spouse

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30774822

Refused

30775212
30776532
30776572
30776932
30779182
30779462
30780492
30780782
30780912
30781042
30781182
30784922
30787012

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

30788132

Approved

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete from applicant and reference. ID:- Insufficient
documentation submitted in support of the application:- No
application letter from applicant. No letter of undertaking from
applicant and reference. OB:- Obligations to return to home
country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or professional ties
in home country shown. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa
- the visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration:- the
applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions
would be observed. IH:- Immigration history of applicant. INCO:Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
from reference.
Visit (Tourist)
Join Spouse
Business
Join Parent
Conference / Event
Business
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Performance
Visit
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months and
unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months and is not
up to date.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter - reference. No up to date payslips - reference. No up to
date utility bill - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Tournament B/O

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30788692

Refused

CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30789242
30789412
30789682
30790182
30790252

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Atypical worker
Business
Study
Tournament B/O
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Sponsor
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Applicant
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment Letters
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Relevance of English to employment

30790532
30790572
30790582

Approved
Approved
Approved

Training
Join Parent
Atypical worker

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30790962

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Source of monies stated to be available to the
applicant have not been clarified. Detailed business and
personal bank statements from the stated reference\sponsor not
provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Reference Sponsor has not sufficiently evidenced
his\her stated employment with the named company. No
undertaking from financial officer of stated company provided to
evidence submissions made that company would cover costs of
proposed visit to this State. Applicant has not provided sufficient
documentary evidence to establish his\her stated employment.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:- Inconsistency noted having considered
documentation submitted in support of applicants stated
employment position.

30791192
30791642
30792242

Approved
Approved
Refused

30792572

Approved

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
current residence that would, when considered in the round,
satisfy the visa officer that his\her return to the country of current
stated residence following the proposed visit is
necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the
visa officer that such conditions would be observed. Having
Study
Study
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30793582

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking provided by applicant.
• No statement of purpose provided by applicant.
• No marriage certificate or birth certificates provided.
• No link to accompanying applicants provided.
• No link to sponsor provided, ie. birth certificate.
• No accommodation shown in country of residence.
• No details of family members remaining in country of
residence.
• Previous visa refusal reasons not submitted with application.
• Proposed travel dates have passed – no updated details
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30794852
30794862

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- As per parent's refusal

30794902

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete, ie. Unexplained lump sum cash lodgements.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking provided by applicant.
• No statement of purpose provided by applicant.
• No marriage certificate or birth certificates provided.
• No link to accompanying applicants provided.
• No payslips from employment provided.
• No accommodation shown in country of residence.
• No details of family members remaining in country of
residence.
• Proposed travel dates have passed – no updated details
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30796602
30796972

Refused
Refused

ID:- As per parent's refusal
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30799102

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
reference's business/employment e.g. tax assessment form,
P60 etc.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown - no documentary
evidence has been provided.

30805262
30806802
30806952

Approved
Approved
Refused

Atypical worker
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No link/explanation to other bank statements provided.
• All stamped pages of passport not provided by applicant – no
evidence of previous visas as stated in application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30807102
30807342
30807492

Approved
Approved
Refused

Tournament B/O
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No link/explanation to other bank statements provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30807542

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Parties concerned should refer to financial
guidelines with regard to study visa applications as set out on
the website of the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service
(www.inis.gov.ie.). Amongst other issues, multiple unexplained
lump sum lodgements noted in account of applicant's stated
financial sponsor. Source of those lodgements and income of
applicant's financial sponsor not clarified or evidenced. Visa
Officer is not satisfied that stated financial sponsor has the
financial capacity to make good on financial undertakings
provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence or details in respect of applicant's
other family members provided. Country of origin birth
certificate not provided in respect of applicant. No evidence to
demonstrate applicant's financial sponsor's income e.g.
employment, self employment or other.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown -Stated familial
link between applicant and stated financial sponsor not
established.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for Multiple gaps in applicant educational profile evident.
Fundamental deficiencies in the information provided.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for. Applicant's reasons\statement of
purpose in support of undertaking the proposed course of
studies deemed insufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated a
credible need to undertake the proposed course of studies in
this
Applicant
has not satisfied
the in
visa
office of
that
ID:- State.
Insufficient
documentation
submitted
support
thehe\she
application.

30807672

Refused

30807862

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for
SP:- Insufficient recognised level of English shown (e.g. IELTS,
TOEFL, etc)

30807992

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30808542

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course
have passed
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

30808572

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Applicant
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to Reference has been shown

30808742

Refused

30809292
30809922

Approved
Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application.
Training
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - sponsor.
ID:- Quality of documents - letters from school.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of consent
for children to travel from father and no copy of passport, ID
card showing father's signature.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
sponsor's business trading e.g. FBR cert etc.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Length of visit - application form states 10 days,
booking confirmations states 2 months.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30810062

Refused

30811052

Refused

30811222

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: Considerable number of large unexplained lump
sum lodgements evident in the applicant's sponsor's bank
account statement provided. Source of lodgements must be
clarified and any submissions made must be supported by
verifiable documentary evidence. Visa Officer is not satisfied
that applicant's reference\sponsor has demonstrated sufficient
economic capacity to make good on financial undertakings
provided, bearing in mind other financial obligations he\she may
have.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Applicant and applicant's sponsor's employment
i.e. Income Taxation. Detail and documentation in respect of
other family members of applicant's financial sponsor to whom
he\she most likely has financial obligations;
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:- Submission made in respect of proposed course of
studies and undertaking of same in this State is deemed to be at
odds with information readily available;
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for: - The
applicant has not provided sufficient documentary evidence of
stated employments. The applicant's financial sponsor has not
provided sufficient documentary evidence of stated
employments. In order to further evidence stated employments,
evidence of income tax payments over the requisite years for
both parties should be provided.
SP:- Applicant has not shown\provided sufficient explanation as
to why he/she needs to pursue the proposed course of study in
this State. Course is widely available in applicant's home
country. Applicant states that his\her proposed course of
studies in this State is not available to undertake in his\home
country. However, the aforementioned submission is deemed
inconsistent
following
the visa
officer's enquiries.
Applicant's
F:- Finances:no evidence
of finances
shown - Applicant
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Sponsor
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment Letter and Payslips not submitted by
Sponsor
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to country of residence have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30811782

Refused

ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain.
ID:- Visa Officer is not satisfied with the quality of the
employment letter submitted with the application.
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of his 3 most recent
payslips.
ID:- Applicant has not provided a copy of his marriage
certificate.
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of his children’s birth
certificates.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for proposed visit
have passed.

30812272
30813252
30815062

Approved
Approved
Approved

Training
Tournament B/O
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30815192

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No copies of previous or current visas provided by applicant.
• No evidence of other family members or where they are
currently residing.
• No evidence of business/employment stated in country of
permanent residence.
• No accommodation shown in country of current residence or
country of origin.
• No clear link to proposed accompanying applicant, i.e. birth
certificate.
• Hotel booking cancelled – no updated details provided.
• No school letter provided by applicant in country of residence.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:• Reference.
• Current employment/studies of applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.
R:- No reference in Ireland.

30815502
30815832
30816092
30816302
30816442
30817502

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Tournament B/O
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
applicant. OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high
in comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the
visa sought is for a specific purpose and duration:- the applicant
has not satisfied the visa officer that such conditions would be
observed.

30818422

Approved

Researcher Scientific

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30819322

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - Letter of undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter from school - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter/payslips - reference. No utility bill - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No documentation
re previous visa refusals - applicant. No up to date payslips and
only 1 provided - applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Travel insurance policy - Travel insurance is for
Schengen area and Ireland is not in Schengen area.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30819472

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - Parent's visa
refused.

30819642
30819672

Approved
Approved

Study
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30821812

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• Lump sum lodgements to the reference in Ireland’s bank
account have not been fully explained.
• Source of the lump sum cash lodgements the applicant’s bank
account have not been fully explained.
ID:- Quality of documents
• The receipts submitted in respect of sales made by the
applicant in May 2017 are of poor quality.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Translation of land documents is not sufficient. As stated on
the INIS website, translations must include confirmation from
the translator that it is an accurate translation of the original
document, the date of the translation, the translator’s full name
and signature and the translator’s contact details.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
• You state on your online application form that you are not
employed; however, you state in your application that you are an
agriculturist.
• You state that one of your children is still living with you;
however, information available to this office would indicate that
the child you refer to lives in another country.
• The translated land document includes a land valuation;
however, this valuation does not appear to be on the original
document.

30821842
30822262

Approved
Refused

OB:- Obligations
to return to home country have not been
Study
(Phd)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Applicant
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - Reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to Reference has been shown

30823382

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30823972

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete.
ID:- Quality of documents - birth certificates, employment letter,
salary letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- no evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30826062

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - letter from college -applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to sponsor in home country has been shown

30827352
30827482
30827542
30827792
30827962
30829012
30829132
30829292
30829532
30829592
30829712
30829972
30832082

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Volunteer
Visit (Family / Friend)
Researcher Scientific
Volunteer
Visit (Family / Friend)
Training
Study
Visit
Visit
Visit
Visit
Visit
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30832942

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Unexplained lodgements in applicant's account.
Reference\sponsor's account does not cover the required
minimum six month period. Financial position has been deemed
insufficient in support of visa financial undertakings.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
origin that would, when considered in the round, satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return to the country of origin following the
proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. Having
considered the full circumstances of this visa application, in the
round, reasonable concerns arise that the applicant may not
observe the conditions of a visit visa in circumstance where one
was to be granted. A consequent reasonable concern arises
that the applicant, where granted entry to the State, may seek to
change\vary his her permission to remain. The onus rests with
the applicant to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the visa
officer that their particular case warrants the granting of the visa
sought. The applicant has not demonstrated, in this instance,
that he\she meets the required thresholds\criterion to satisfy the
visa office in this regard.

30833362
30836132
30836152

Approved
Approved
Refused

Conference / Event
Training
ID:- Documents provided not translated. ID:- Insufficient
documentation submitted in support of the application: No
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from
applicant. No marriage certificate from applicant. 6 months bank
statement required. No employment payslips. INCO:Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
from applicant concerning civil status. OB:- Obligations to return
to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or
professional ties in home country shown. OC:- Condition - The
potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the applicant's
means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have
been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions
to leave the State following your visit. OC:- Observe the
conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose
and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed. R:- No confirmation of hotel
booking for duration of stay.

30836502
30837482

Approved
Approved

Study (Phd)
Employment

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30837862

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown- applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Utility bill for reference in Ireland not provided
• No evidence of any social, family or economic ties to home
country shown
• Six month detailed bank statement for applicant not submitted.
• Most recent P60 for reference in Ireland not submitted.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
You state your spouse resides in your home country; however,
evidence of this has not been provided
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown e.g. birth
certifictes
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s). Previous Irish visa refusals not
declared

30839272

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete from applicant and host.ID:- Insufficient
documentation submitted in support of the application:- No
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from
applicant. No P60 from reference. 3 months payslips required
from reference. 6 months bank statements required from
reference. No utility bill from reference. OB:- Obligations to
return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or
professional ties in home country shown. OC:- Condition - The
potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the applicant's
means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have
been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions
to leave the State following your visit. OC:- Observe the
conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose
and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed.

30839512
30839652
30839832
30840332
30841222

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Employment
Study
Religious

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30841382

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30841852

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Employment letter not sufficient- leave dates/expected return
date not stated
• Letter of undertaking from applicant not submitted
• Three recent payslips required, only one submitted
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- Travel dates have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
You have not submitted documentation to demonstrate how you
are known to the reference in Ireland e.g. birth certificates

30842052

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30842292

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• Six month detailed bank statement for applicant not submitted
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Letter of undertaking from applicant has not been submitted
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
R:- Travel dates have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
• You have not submitted documentation to demonstrate how
you are known to the reference in Ireland e.g. birth certificates

30842312
30842352
30842612

Approved
Approved
Refused

30842912

Refused

Visit (Education)
Join Spouse
ID:- Your parents’ visa applications have been refused.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• The letter from the applicant’s school is not sufficient. It is not
on official headed paper, does not include full contact details,
name of signatory not stated and your expected return date is
not stated.
ID:- Your parents’ visa applications have been refused

Approved
Approved

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• The letter from the applicant’s school is not sufficient. It is not
on official headed paper, does not include full contact details,
name of signatory not stated and your expected return date is
not stated.
Study
Visit

30843242
30843312

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30843592

Refused

CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course
have passed

30844082
30844492

Approved
Refused

Join Parent
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
reference. ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support
of the application:- No application letter from applicant. No letter
of undertaking from applicant and reference. OB:- Obligations to
return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or
professional ties in home country shown. OC:- Observe the
conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose
and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed.

30844762
30845132
30845302
30846452

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Join Parent
Employment
Join Parent
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents – employment letter & payslips. ID:Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application. No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant. No evidence of family member in
applicant home country. No employment letter from reference.
No payslip from reference. No P60 from reference. No letter of
undertaking from applicant and reference. No utility bill from
reference. OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown
- e.g.no social, economic or professional ties in home country
shown. OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought
is for a specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not
satisfied the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - travelling date already
passed. R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30846632

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: no bank statement submitted by applicant, less than
6 months of transactions shown on bank statement provided
(sponsor), large unexplained deposit on bank statement
(sponsor).
ID:- Quality of documents: - document accounting for gaps in
your educational history - employment letter (applicant).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied: see comments below.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

30847452

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30848562

Refused

ID:- Documents provided not translated, re. 22 affidavits
provided with application.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30848692

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.ID:Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application: No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant. No letter of undertaking from applicant.
No evidence of family members in applicant’s home country.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30849102

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking provided by applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied, re. reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30849132
30849402

Approved
Refused

Religious
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
applicant. ID – Insufficient or incomplete documentation
submitted by the applicant/host in support of the application. No
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from
applicant. No letter of undertaking from applicant. No evidence
of family members in applicant’s home country. OB:- Obligations
to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient. OC:Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison
to the applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons
for the trip have been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied
of your intentions to leave the State following your visit. OC:Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30849582

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30849662

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• Lump sum lodgements to the reference in Ireland’s bank
account have not been fully explained.
• Source of the lump sum cash lodgements your spouse’s bank
account have not been fully explained.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
• You state that one of your children is still living with you;
however, information available to this office would indicate that
the child you refer to lives in another country.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
• Insufficient evidence of financial and social ties to home
country have been shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30849812

Refused

30850592
30851452

Approved
Refused

30851612
30852022
30852262

Approved
Approved
Approved

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application.
Family Reunification
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - no name and address of bank on bank statement,
no address of applicant on bank statement and bank statement
not translated.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Purpose of trip - applicant states in letter of
undertaking she is coming for both tourism and study.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
P:- Residency card expires within 3 months.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for intended visit
have passed

Family Reunification
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30854172
30854542

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
reference. ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support
of the application:- No application letter from applicant. No letter
of undertaking from applicant and reference. OB:- Obligations to
return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or
professional ties in home country shown. OC:- Observe the
conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose
and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed.

30854692
30855632

Approved
Refused

Employment
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• It is stated that your father is covering the cost of your visit.
Insufficient evidence of his earnings submitted.
• Bank statement provided for your father appears to relate to a
company account. Personal bank statement not provided
• Six month detailed bank statement in respect of your own bank
account not submitted.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Utility bill for reference in Ireland not submitted
• Letter of undertaking from reference not submitted
• Copy of your father’s national ID card or passport to verify his
signature has not been submitted.
• Birth certificates to show the family link between you, your
father and reference not submitted.
• Insufficient details of your father’s earnings has been
submitted

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
• Insufficient evidence of economic and social ties to your home
country have been shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30855852
30856412
30857372
30858562
30859482

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
You
haveworker
not provided documentary evidence to demonstrate
Atypical
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Exam
Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30861452

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed. insufficient or
incomplete: no current evidence of finances shown (applicant),
no bank statement submitted (sponsor).
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for.

30861462

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents – bank statement and payslips. ID:Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application: No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant. No application letter. No letter of
undertaking from applicant. OB:- Obligations to return to home
country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or professional ties
in home country shown. OC:- Condition - The potential cost of
this trip is high in comparison to the applicant's means, and
given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to
leave the State following your visit. OC:- Observe the conditions
of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose and
duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed. Travelling dates of event
have passed. R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown. R:No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

30863162
30864662
30864812

Approved
Approved
Refused

Join Ship
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-bank statements do not cover six months from
sponsor. Unexplained lump sum lodgements from sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter and payslips from
applicant. Invoices from sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Evidence of business from sponsor e.g. bank
statements.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for-after
2012.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; applicant has not shown
evidence that a similar course is not available in home country.
Visa Officer is not satisfied course is warranted.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30865002

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Unexplained lump sum lodgements.
ID:- Quality of documents - Stated employment\business and
financial documentation deemed to be of poor quality.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Insufficient documentation provided to evidence
stated employment\business. As above, stated
employment\business documentation deemed to be of poor
quality and inconsistencies noted which give rise to concerns
surrounding the veracity of the applicant's stated business
engagements. Also, insufficient documentation submitted in
support of applicant's stated family members.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied - Refers to stated employment\business of applicant.
Refers also to applicant's stated bank account.
OB:- Obligations to return to country of current residence have
not been deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated
sufficient social, economic, professional and\or family ties in
country of current residence that would, when considered in the
round, satisfy the visa officer that his\her return to that country
following the proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State;
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling
reasons
for the trip have
been in
displayed,
the
visa
ID:- Insufficient
documentation
submitted
support of
the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - Parent's visa
refused.

30865212

Refused

30866172

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - Parent's visa
refused.

30866982

Approved

Family Reunification

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30867982

Refused

ID:- Documents provided not translated
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30868742

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

30871092
30871642

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances:• Pension letter shows last payment due 2016.
ID:- Quality of documents:• Employment letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No salary slips provided by applicant from stated employment.
• No letter from doctor to verify stated medical condition.
• No bank certificate to verify stated reason for joint bank
account.
• No passport page provided to verify signature of joint bank
account holder.
• Six months bank statements not provided by reference.
• No utility bill provided by reference.
• No documentary evidence to verify residence of family
members in country of applicant’s permanent residence.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:• Number of children stated differs to previous application.
• Employment status.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30871932

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter from doctor to verify stated medical condition.
• Six months bank statements not provided by reference.
• No utility bill provided by reference.
• No documentary evidence to verify residence of family
members in country of applicant’s permanent residence.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied:• Number of children stated differs to previous application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30873132
30873182

Approved
Refused

Spouse of Irish Citizen
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Sponsor
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for course have
passed

30873432

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown- applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Evidence of family members in home country not submitted
• Six month detailed bank statement in respect of applicant not
submitted
• Evidence of property owned/rented in home country not
submitted
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30876152

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30877002

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Need to undertake the course in the State

30877252
30877492
30878952

Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R:- Dates for proposed visit have passed.
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a
relationship being in existence prior to visa application.

30879192
30879892

Approved
Refused

Join Ship
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter from applicant. Three recent
payslips from applicant. Evidence of family ties to home country
from applicant. Evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30880702

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Evidence of electronic transfer of funds to college.
Details of previous education and supporting documents from
applicant e.g. transcript of results . Details of employment
history and supporting documents from applicant. Statement of
purpose from applicant.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Insufficient recognised level of English shown (e.g. IELTS,
TOEFL, etc).
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; applicant has not shown
evidence that a similar course is not available in home country.
Visa Officer is not satisfied course is warranted

30881662

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Need to undertake the course in the State

30881972
30883392
30885392

Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30885872

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking - applicant - no
dates for visit, no address of where staying and does not state
who is responsible for cost of visit.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking - reference - no
dates for visit and does not state who is responsible for cost of
trip.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
employment - reference. Payslips x 3 - only 1 provided reference. No utility bill - reference. Up to date copy of GNIB
card - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30886842

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking - applicant - no
dates for visit, no address of where staying and does not state
who is responsible for cost of visit.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking - reference - no
dates for visit and does not state who is responsible for cost of
visit.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
employment - reference. Payslips x 3 - only 1 provided reference. No utility bill - reference. Up to date copy of GNIB
card - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30886922

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No letter of undertaking provided by applicant.
• No statement of purpose provided by applicant.
• No marriage certificate or birth certificates provided.
• No link to accompanying applicants provided.
• No link to sponsor provided, ie. birth certificate.
• No accommodation shown in country of residence.
• No details of family members remaining in country of
residence.
• Previous visa refusal reasons not submitted with application.
• Proposed travel dates have passed – no updated details
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30887532

Refused

30890572
30891392
30893422
30894662
30894822
30894872

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application.
Study
Study
Study
Performance
Employment
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: no bank statement submitted (applicant), large
unexplained deposit on bank statement (sponsor), less than two
months of transactions shown on bank statement (sponsor).
ID:- Quality of documents: employment letter (applicant), letter
from sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- evidence of having current private medical
insurance (applicant), birth certificate (applicant), copy of
passport (sponsor).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied: see comments below
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown

30897302
30898152
30898362
30898602

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Study
Visit (Education)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30899942

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements, no address of bank
and no address of applicant on bank statement - applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - bank statement does not cover 6 months and
pages missing.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking - applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30900132
30900552
30901682
30907172
30908502
30910482
30911202

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Visit (Education)
Join Ship
Study
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Researcher Scientific

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30911422

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - • Applicant has provided evidence of detailed bank
statement and earnings, poor quality of layout of documents,
evidence of earnings into bank account, he has arranged a
grant from bank to financially support his daughter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie •Applicant has not provided evidence of family link to his
daughter, no copy of her birth certificate in order to support her
as a student in State.
•Applicant has not provided evidence of medical insurance,
stated he is planning to arrange a medical appointment during
his visit.

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient - the applicant has not provided evidence of
property, private or lease, no evidence of utility bills. His
employment letter does not specify dates for holiday leave,
unclear when he is due to return to employment. Applicant has
not provided details on family members currently residing in his
home country.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.

30911502
30911592
30911772
30912032
30915242
30915252
30915352
30915612
30916502
30918552
30918852
30919152
30919322

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
Family Reunification
Join Spouse
Join Parent
Join Parent
Training
Study
Join Spouse
Study
Study
Study
Study
Training
Training

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30923302

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - source of monies lodged to bank account of
reference\sponsor not evidenced or clarified. Multiple lump sum
lodgements noted;
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant Applicant did not provide a bank statement in his\her own right.
Applicant did not provide any documentary evidence, detail or
other to establish a source of income or economic tie to his\her
home country;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application: - Family registration documentation to establish
stated family link between the applicant and the
reference\sponsor not provided. Unclear as to whether the
reference\sponsor is or will be in the State for the proposed visit.
On the basis of documentation provided, it would appear that
he\she is not currently in Ireland;
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
The applicant is seeking a short stay 'C' type visa for a specific
purpose, details in that regard, have been set out in supporting
documentation. All documentation and submissions made in
support of this visa application have been considered. The
particular 'humanitarian' circumstances have also received due
consideration.

30923362

Approved

The decision of the visa officer is that the granting of the visa
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30923832

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - source of monies lodged to bank account of
reference\sponsor not evidenced or clarified. Multiple lump sum
lodgements noted;
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant Applicant did not provide a bank statement in his\her own right.
Applicant did not provide any documentary evidence, detail or
other to establish a source of income or economic tie to his\her
home country;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application: - Family registration documentation to establish
stated family link between the applicant and the
reference\sponsor not provided. Unclear as to whether the
reference\sponsor is or will be in the State for the proposed visit.
On the basis of documentation provided, it would appear that
he\she may not currently be in Ireland;
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
The applicant is seeking a short stay 'C' type visa for a specific
purpose, details in that regard, have been set out in supporting
documentation. All documentation and submissions made in
support of this visa application have been considered. The
particular 'humanitarian' circumstances have also received due
consideration.

30924152
30924832

Approved
Refused

The decision of the visa officer is that the granting of the visa
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
Evidence of Garda vetting for host family not provided in visa
application as per inis.gov.ie.
Evidence of parental consent not sufficient.

30925102

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30926542
30926752

Approved
Approved

Study
Family Reunification

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30926812
30927322
30928742
30928782
30928792

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Interview
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - no address for applicant on bank statement or
bank certificate.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - no bank statement showing evidence of salary
being lodged - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No payslips applicant. No copy of previous passport - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No payslips reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30929482
30933692

Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - applicant.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No employment
letter - applicant. No payslips - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of
reference's employment/business.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No evidence of co
sponsor's employment/business.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30933762

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30933902
30936092
30938202

Approved
Approved
Refused

Family Reunification
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30938292

Refused

ID:- As per parents refusal

30938622
30938772
30938802

Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30939062
30939902

Approved
Refused

Study
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30940402

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30940632

Refused

ID:- As per parents' refusal

30940792

Refused

ID:- As per parents' refusal

30943452
30943632
30949262

Approved
Approved
Refused

30950892
30951102
30951352
30951462

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Internship
Visit (Family / Friend)
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete for reference, i.e. unexplained lump sum lodgements.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown from applicant, re.
business finances.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No evidence of license for business/trade provided from
applicant.
• No evidence of tax returns for stated business from applicant.
• No evidence of an employee for business from applicant.
• No details of any family members remaining in country of
permanent residence.
• No evidence of accommodation & land ownership from
reference.
• No passport stamps or boarding cards for stated meeting.
• Proposed travel dates have passed – no updated details
provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a
relationship being in existence prior to visa application/marriage.
Note: For immigration purposes it is not sufficient for a
relationship to have developed over the internet or by
telephone/sms.
A relationship must include a number of face to
Conference
/ Event
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30951712

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30952522

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30952752
30953782
30954402

Approved
Approved
Refused

Employment
Employment
CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
P: - Passport expires within 12 months of arrival in the State

30954912
30958422
30960882
30961722
30962072
30962722
30962732

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Religious
Employment
Training
Visit
Study
Training

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30963192
30967352
30967742
30968262
30968552
30968912
30970842
30970982

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Tourist)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - No letter of
undertaking - reference. No letter of employment/payslips reference. No utility bill - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie - Letter of invitation
not signed - reference. Supporting letter for application not
signed.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30973272
30974942
30975512
30975842
30977192
30981532
30982072
30982432
30982932
30984932
30986212

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Family Reunification
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
Internship
Study
Training
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Family Reunification
Training

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30987682

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for the
stated purpose of travel.
ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain.
ID:- Visa Officer is not satisfied with the quality of the applicant’s
employment letter.
ID:- Applicant has not provided a copy of his marriage certificate.
ID:- Applicant has not provided a copy of his child’s birth
certificate.
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

30987832
30990852
30991362
30992082
30992502
30994622
30994642
30994752
30994922
30997452
30997472
30997532
31000042
31001242
31001832
31001952
31003282
31006712
31008182
31008642
31008752
31009022
31010382
31012162
31013222
31017232
31018172
31021602
31023262
31023442
31024422
31024812

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Family Reunification
Employment
Study
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Study
Visit (Family / Friend)
Atypical worker
Study
Join Spouse
Study
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Study
Join Spouse
Study
Study
Exam
Reside
Study
Join Parent
Study
Join Parent
Join Parent

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31024862

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31025402
31025632
31025942
31026342

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Join Parent
Visit (Family / Friend)
Join Parent
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from sponsor.
ID:- Quality of documents-employment letters and payslips from
applicant. Police Certificate from applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied-re stated monthly income from sponsor.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for-after
2013.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration educational and
employment details; applicant has not shown evidence that a
similar course is not available in home country.

31026512

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31029912
31030452
31033272
31033552
31033742
31033822
31034002
31036212

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Study
Family Reunification
Study
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31036712

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete:- Unexplained lump sum lodgements in the
applicant's bank account statement. Source of monies not
established or sufficiently evidenced.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence provided in support of stated family
members resident in the applicant's home country. No evidence
of applicant's home\property ownership provided. No evidence
provided to demonstrate that the applicant is of sufficient
independent economic means. It is noted and has been
considered that the reference\sponsor and another family
member have undertaken to provide for costs\expenses
associated with proposed visit however for short stay visa
purposes, the applicant must be in a position to demonstrate a
sufficiently strong economic tie to his\her country of origin.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
origin that would, when considered in the round, satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return to the country of origin following the
proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;

31037362

Approved

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. Having
considered the full circumstances of this visa application, in the
round, reasonable concerns arise that the applicant may not
observe
the conditions of a visit visa in circumstance where one
Employment

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31038912

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by the applicant.
ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain.
ID:- Applicant has not provided a college letter.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
RH:- Relationship History - Have not shown evidence of a
relationship being in existence prior to visa application. Note:
For immigration purposes it is not sufficient for a relationship to
have developed over the internet or by telephone/sms. A
relationship must include a number of face to face meetings
(excluding webcam) between the parties. You must satisfy the
visa officer that the relationship is bona-fide.

31040072

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-from sponsor. Letter from your bank confirming that
you can take money from that account. If the account has a joint
holder, a letter from joint account holder must be submitted
confirming that you can take money from that account. Date of
lodgements must be evident and any large lump sum
lodgements must be explained.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-bank statements from sponsor.
Employment letter and Police Certificate from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter from sponsor. Three recent
payslips from sponsor. Details from employer on when
employment commenced-from applicant.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant-not declared.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; applicant has not shown
evidence that a similar course is not available in home country.
Visa Officer is not satisfied course is warranted.

31041092
31041222

Approved
Approved

Join Spouse
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31041992
31042322
31042572
31043652
31044772

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Join Parent
Join Parent
Join Parent
Study
F:- Finances – Applicant has not provided an up-to-date bank
statement, showing what money has been paid into and out of
the account over the last six months.
F:- Finances - Evidence provided by reference is deemed
insufficient.
ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain.
ID:- Applicant has not shown that it is necessary for her to
appear in person at the event.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

31046902
31046912
31046942
31046972
31047022
31047372
31049772
31050312
31051432

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
Study
Study
Study
Visit (Tourist)
Conference / Event
Business
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-unexplained lump sum lodgements from reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant
and sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter from reference. Three recent
payslips from reference. P60 from reference. Employment letter
from sponsor. Three recent payslips from sponsor. Details from
college of how many years/semesters applicant has left there.
The letter should also state that your college expects you return
to your studies after your vacation.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31052232
31053332

Approved
Refused

Study
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient from
reference and applicant. ID:- Insufficient documentation
submitted in support of the application: No evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. No evidence of
family member in applicant’s home country. No letter of
undertaking from reference and applicant. OB:- Obligations to
return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic or
professional ties in home country shown. OC:- Condition - The
potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the applicant's
means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have
been displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions
to leave the State following your visit. OC:- Observe the
conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific purpose
and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that
such conditions would be observed. R:- Letter of invitation no
longer valid - dates for event have passed. R:- No clear link to
reference has been shown.

31055632
31058332
31059782
31061102
31061852
31062032
31062592
31064352
31065132

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

31070552
31074772

Approved
Refused

Visit
Conference / Event
Study
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Study
Family Reunification
ID:- Course not on ILEP for further information see our website
www.inis.gov.ie.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie, detailed bank
statement covering a 6 month period.
Business
ID:- The applicant has not supplied sufficient evidence of his
involvement in the industry that would justify his attendance at
the proposed event.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied – Family status differs to information supplied with a
previous visa application.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal – UK visa refusal not disclosed with
this application.

31076192

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31077202
31077502
31077622

Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31079272
31081062
31081082
31081322
31081962

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Business
Study
Conference / Event
Join Spouse
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-Bank statements must be recent and cover six
months from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Bank statements from applicant.
Sponsorship letter from applicant (no contact details provided).
ID:- Documents provided not translated.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:-Evidence of Garda Vetting of host family.
Employment letter from parent. Three recent payslips from
parent.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31082532
31082792
31082972
31083052
31083422
31083532
31083692
31084182
31084632
31085332
31087002
31090082

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Family Reunification
Join Parent
Business
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Employment
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Join Parent
Researcher Scientific
Employment

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31090732

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - Applicant did not provide a detailed six month bank
statement in support of his\her visa application.
Financial\economic position of the reference sponsor has been
deemed insufficient. Source of credit lodgements in his\her
account not detailed\clarified.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Applicant must be in a position to demonstrate a
sufficiently strong economic tie to his\her country of origin. In the
absence of a detailed bank statement for the applicant, an
assessment of his\her financial position and his\her consequent
economic tie to the home country could not be undertaken.
Sufficient documentation in support of stated business operation
i.e. annual incomes, taxation and stated duration of same was
not provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. The applicant has not demonstrated
sufficient social, economic, professional and\or family ties in
country of origin that would, when considered in the round,
satisfy the visa officer that his\her return to the country of origin
following the proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;

31091082
31091952
31092152
31095142

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. Having
considered the full circumstances of this visa application, in the
round, reasonable concerns arise that the applicant may not
observe
Study the conditions of a visit visa in circumstance where one
Join Spouse
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31095252

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete: - Source of monies stated to be available to the
applicant i.e. credit balance in bank account, not clarified or
evidenced via documentation. Monies are deemed to be
unexplained lump sum lodgements. Noted that
reference\sponsor has undertaken to provide for all
costs\expenses associated with proposed visit however,
applicant must be in a position to demonstrate a sufficiently
strong economic tie to his\her country of origin. Given
insufficient financial details, in respect of the applicant, an
assessment of the applicant's financial position and his\her
consequent economic tie to his\her home country could not be
undertaken.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Poor quality bank statements.

31095352
31095852
31096042

Approved
Approved
Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient. Applicant has not demonstrated sufficient
social, economic, professional and\or family ties in country of
origin that would, when considered in the round, satisfy the visa
officer that his\her return to the country of origin following the
proposed visit is necessitated\obligated;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed. Having
considered the full circumstances of this visa application, in the
round, reasonable concerns arise that the applicant may not
observe the conditions of a visit visa in circumstance where one
was to be granted. A consequent reasonable concern arises
that
the of
applicant,
where granted entry to the State, may seek to
Partner
Irish Citizen
Family Reunification
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter
F:- Finances:- Lump lodgements in financial sponsors account
not explained.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie, Bank statements
from applicant
R:- No clear link to financial sponsor has been shown
SP:- Gaps in education has not satisfied the visa officer
SP:- Previous educational background is at odds with course
applied for

31096722
31097272

Approved
Approved

Employment
Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31097312

Refused

F:- Finances shown by the applicant’s employer, who are
covering all travel expenses, are deemed insufficient.
ID:- Applicant has not provided a copy of the letter he received
from the United Kingdom authorities when they refused his visa
application.
ID:- Visa Officer is not satisfied with the quality of the applicant’s
personal bank statement.
ID:- Visa Officer is not satisfied with the quality of the applicant’s
employment letter.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31098282
31098602
31099252
31100622
31102412

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Join Spouse
Conference / Event
Join Parent
Conference / Event
F:- Finances
ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of his 3 most recent
payslips
ID:- Applicant has not provided a copy of his marriage certificate
–
IH:- Immigration history of applicant - Voluntary departure from
United Kingdom has not been disclosed and no details have
been provided
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient –
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK –
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31106132

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No evidence of accommodation in country of residence
provided by applicant.
• No evidence of visa permissions for prior travel provided by
applicant.
• No details of any family members remaining in country of
residence provided by applicant.
• Six months bank statements not provided by reference.
• Three recent payslips not provided by reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown, i.e. birth
certificates.

31108132
31108162
31109522
31109942
31110682
31112132

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
Study
Conference / Event
Study
CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31113652

Refused

CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for

31114432

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown by reference.
ID:- Quality of documents:• Employment letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:• No evidence of accommodation in country of residence
provided by applicant.
• No evidence of visa permissions for prior travel provided by
applicant.
• No details of any family members remaining in country of
residence provided by applicant.
• Three recent payslips not provided by applicant.
• Revenue income tax certificates provided by applicant.
• Six months bank statements not provided by reference.
• Three recent payslips not provided by reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

31116572
31117072

Approved
Approved

Visit (Tourist)
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31117502

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - No bank statement from applicant.
Insufficient amounts showing in financial documentation.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment documentation.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:
3 Consecutive payslips from applicant.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

31118072
31121442
31121542
31122792
31123322
31123372
31123632

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Training
Conference / Event
Employment
Study
Researcher Scientific
Join Spouse
IH:- Immigration history of applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31124152
31124232
31124272
31124482
31125112
31126272
31128952
31129722
31132902
31133612
31134592
31136052
31136142
31136742

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Join Parent
Join Spouse
Join Parent
Join Parent
Study
Conference / Event
Study
Conference / Event
Business
Conference / Event
Religious
Employment
Family Reunification
Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31137362

Refused

F:- Finances - Bank statement provided by the applicant
contains large deposits and the explanation provided for these is
not evidenced by supporting documentation.
ID:- Employment letter supporting visa application has not been
signed.
ID:- Contract of employment has not been signed by the
company.
ID:- Invoices submitted with the application appear incomplete
and are unsigned.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31138092
31139022

Approved
Refused

Conference / Event
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• It is stated that the reference in Ireland and their sibling will be
covering the cost of your stay in Ireland; however, it is not
evident from the documentation provided that they have
sufficient funds to do so.
• Bank statement provided for reference does not cover six
month period- funds low.
• Credit union statement for reference shows a loan was
recently issued.
ID:- Quality of documents
• Employment letter of applicant is of poor quality, contains
errors and is not on official headed paper.
• Letter stating to be from applicant’s bank is of poor quality and
contains errors.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
• Identity documents in the German language provided.
Translations of these documents have not been submitted.

31140282

Approved

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Three recent pay slips in respect of your employment not
submitted.
• Documentary evidence to establish the link between you, the
reference in Ireland and individuals in Germany not provided.
• Birth certificate of reference in Ireland not submitted. Birth
affidavit only provided.
• Utility bill for reference in Ireland not submitted
• Three recent payslips, P60 and letter from employer for
reference in Ireland and other sibling who is paying for your visit
Religious

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31142832

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• Your bank statement relates to accounts held in a country that
is not your country of residence. Bank statement is not recent
(issued approx. five months prior to your application).
• It is stated that the reference in Ireland and their sibling will be
covering the cost of your stay in Ireland; however, it is not
evident from the documentation provided that they have
sufficient funds to do so.
• Bank statement provided for reference does not cover six
month period- funds low.
• Credit union statement for reference shows a loan was
recently issued.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
• Identity documents in the German language provided.
Translations of these documents have not been submitted.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Documentary evidence to establish the link between the
applicant, reference in Ireland and individuals in Germany not
provided.
• Birth certificate of reference in Ireland not submitted. Birth
affidavit only provided.
• Utility bill for reference in Ireland not submitted
• Three recent payslips, P60 and letter from employer for
reference in Ireland and other sibling who is paying for your visit
has not been submitted.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
• Information available to this office would indicate that the

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31143052

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
• It is stated that the reference in Ireland and their sibling will be
covering the cost of your stay in Ireland; however, it is not
evident from the documentation provided that they have
sufficient funds to do so.
• Bank statement provided for reference does not cover six
month period- funds low.
• Credit union statement for reference shows a loan was
recently issued.
ID:- Documents provided not translated
• Identity documents in the German language provided.
Translations of these documents have not been submitted.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• Letter from your school stating that you are a student there has
not been submitted.
• Documentary evidence to establish the link between the
applicant, the reference in Ireland and individuals in Germany
not provided
• Birth certificate of reference in Ireland not submitted. Birth
affidavit only provided.
• Utility bill for reference in Ireland not submitted
• Three recent payslips, P60 and letter from employer for
reference in Ireland and other sibling who is paying for your visit
has not been submitted.

31143182
31148772
31149122
31149812
31151172
31152102
31154422
31154872
31156292
31157632
31160472

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

IH:- Immigration history of applicant
• Information available to this office would indicate that the
applicant
is stated to be a refugee in their country of residence.
Employment
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Visit (Strictly No Extensions)
Study
Conference / Event
Study
Join Spouse
Study
Family Reunification
Diplomat
Join Spouse

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31161502

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - from
applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

31168562
31168852
31169042
31171002

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete-unexplained lump sum lodgements from sponsor
and applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Employment letter from sponsor. Three recent
payslips from sponsor. College later from present college stating
the course you are studying, how many years you have been a
student there how many years/semesters you have left therefrom applicant. Transcripts for current study-from applicant.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for-after
2016
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds
with course applied for-Visa officer is not satisfied that visa
applicant has demonstrated sufficient reasons to undertake the
course in the State, taken into consideration
education/employment details; applicant has not shown
evidence that a similar course is not available in home country.
Visa Officer is not satisfied course is warranted

31171352
31171692
31171932
31173342

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Diplomat
Diplomat
Diplomat
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.

31173492

Approved

Business

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31174592
31176082
31176102
31176742
31177082
31177422
31177592
31177732
31178952
31178982
31179662
31180552
31181862

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Family Reunification
Reside
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Study
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

31182182
31182872
31185062
31185982
31186142
31186312

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Business
Study
Study
Family Reunification
CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

31186702
31186802
31192612
31192902
31194872

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Study
Study
Diplomat

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31195332
31197952
31200572
31200832
31201882
31203282
31204802
31206532
31206792
31206992
31209132
31212462
31213232
31213262
31213392
31214832
31215502
31216082
31218102
31219582
31220602
31220712
31222302
31224332
31224822
31225162
31226222
31230632
31230932
31231152

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Diplomat
Study
Study
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Study
Study
Study
Study
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Study
Conference / Event
Study
Study
Join Parent
Conference / Event
Study
Study
Join/acc. EU Citizen Parent
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Religious
Family Reunification
Visit (Family / Friend)
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to country of residence have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31233742
31233842
31233982
31234072
31234432
31236622
31241282
31241682
31241742
31242652
31244662
31244752
31245132
31246602

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Employment
Join Spouse
Join Parent
Employment
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Study
Study
Tournament B/O
Study
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31247602
31248222
31248612
31249192
31249222
31249972
31250442
31251112
31253052
31253232
31253412
31254322
31259642
31260832
31262262
31262512
31263262
31264462
31264482
31264832
31267912
31268802
31268982
31269002
31269062
31269082
31270582
31271512
31274082
31276282
31277322
31278112
31278532
31278702
31278932
31280012
31283882

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Study
Study
Volunteer
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Study
Study
Study
Family Reunification
Business
Conference / Event
Study
Conference / Event
Employment
Conference / Event
Exam
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Business
Training
Study
Employment
Family Reunification
Join Spouse
Join Parent
Join Parent
Visit (Family / Friend)
Internship
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- signed undertaking (applicant).
IH:- Immigration history of applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.

31284302
31284712
31286092
31289582
31291862
31292212
31292472

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Join Spouse
Study
Study
Family Reunification
Researcher Scientific
Family Reunification
Join Spouse

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31292562
31292822
31293772
31298672
31300322
31301912
31302322
31302902
31303212
31303592
31307762

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Business
Study
Business
Conference / Event
Business
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Training
ID:- Applicant has failed to respond to an email requesting
additional documentation.

31308342
31309752
31310632
31311572
31314502
31314542
31315722
31317492
31318302
31319212
31319492
31320352
31320772
31322512
31327532
31328082
31328252
31328382
31328512
31328852
31333152
31338052
31338162
31339362
31339372
31340062
31340642
31342462
31342942
31346752
31349152
31349642

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Exam
Employment
Study (Phd)
Study
Family Reunification
Study
Study
Diplomat
Conference / Event
Training
Join Parent
Diplomat
Child of Embassy Staff
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Study
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Business
Study
Visit
Visit
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Employment
Study
Family Reunification

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31350282

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

31350392
31354702
31355072
31360692

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Conference / Event
Study
Spouse of Irish Citizen
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete - from the applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - Employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- No evidence of property owned/rented in home
country from the applicant, no evidence of any family member in
home country from the applicant, no letter of undertaking from
the applicant, no payslips from the applicant, missing pages
from applicant's previous passport.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed
visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31363142
31365632
31366202
31366332
31367522
31374922
31375412
31375682
31375912
31376642
31377732
31377812
31378702
31382142
31385482
31387382
31387512
31387792

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Study
Family Reunification
Atypical worker
Conference / Event
Employment
Join Spouse
Family Reunification
Join Parent
Study
Family Reunification
Employment
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Study (Phd)
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Business

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31397372
31404252
31408762
31412802
31418682
31420702
31426082
31426132
31431232
31435262

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Visit (Tourist)
Business
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Religious
Family Reunification
Training
Training
Study
CP:- Need to undertake the course in this State not
demonstrated or warranted
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information
supplied
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

31446052
31450262
31458752
31462362

Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Employment
Religious
Conference / Event
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from
sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- Academic transcripts from college/school.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for-prior
to 2016.

31463442
31466022
31470942
31472162
31474652
31475322
31477422
31478552
31491142
31491932

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Researcher Scientific
Business
Business
Visit (Family / Friend)
Conference / Event
Internship
Employment
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Employment

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31497382

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or
incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31498132

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31500852

Refused

F:- Finances shown by the applicant’s business have been
deemed insufficient for the stated purpose of travel.
F:- Finances:- Bank statement shown by the applicant contains
an unexplained large lodgement close to the date of statement.
ID:- No evidence that the applicant’s company has been
accepted as an exhibitor at the event has been provided.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been
deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.

31503972
31506592

Approved
Refused

Study (Phd)
Your visa application has been considered in detail. Since
August 2014 there are restrictions on consideration of Irish visa
applications from Libyan nationals. This is clearly illustrated on
our website at www.dfa.ie/irish-embassy/uae/ourservices/visas/application-details-by-country/libya-visa-details.
As your visa application does not meet the exception to the
restrictions your visa application has been refused.

31512442
31518472
31519362
31520802
31521362
31521562

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Conference / Event
Business
Conference / Event
Business
Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31524822
31531212
31532112
31532722
31535762
31536332
31537962
31538672
31541752
31542142
31544572
31544742
31546582
31546812
31547032
31547752
31548482
31551512
31553242
31558362
31558372
31559862
31562882

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

Conference / Event
Visit (Family / Friend)
Study
Study
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Study
Business
Business
Employment
Interview
Atypical worker
Join Parent
Join Spouse
Join Parent
Study
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Documents provided not translated
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the
application:- please see link to "Documents Required" as
displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no
social, economic or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common
Travel Area between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in
comparison to the applicant's means, and given that no
compelling reasons for the trip have been displayed, the visa
officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a
specific purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied
the visa officer that such conditions would be observed.
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public
resources

31573302
31575792
31580642
31581002
31581222
31581372
31583132

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Study
Family Reunification
Visit
Family Reunification
Study
Study
Family Reunification

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31586272
31588462
31594722
31594902
31597932
31599622
31604452
31607202

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Refused

31612582
31612802
31617942
31618032
31619292
31619992
31640152
31640852
31641352
31641742
31642222
31644212
31645442
31656282
31656342
31656642
31657422
31658802
31659222
31659622
31659742
31674582
31680722
31690452
31691412
31696842
31701242
31731962
31733602
31734472
31734512
31738222
31749532

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Exam
Business
Business
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Study
F:- Finances – Sponsor has not provided an up-to-date bank
statement, showing what money has been paid into and out of
the account over the last six months.
ID:- No signed application letter with an undertaking that you will
observe the conditions of your visa, that you will not become a
burden on the State, and that you will leave the State on the
expiry of your permission to remain.
ID:- No letter of invitation from the college or evidence that the
event is taking place has been provided.
ID:- No explanation as to why a stay of 12 days is required for
this type of event.
R:- No clear link between the applicant and the sponsor has
been shown.
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Atypical worker
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Business
Training
Conference / Event
Training
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Study
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Family Reunification
Employment
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Conference / Event
Conference / Event
Employment
Family Reunification
Employment
Join Spouse
Conference / Event
Family Reunification
Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 11/07/2017 to 04/09/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31761352
31763762
31776472
31780942
31782412
31811482
31840092

Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved
Approved

Atypical worker
Conference / Event
Study
Conference / Event
Business
Conference / Event
Conference / Event

